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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Gommunity Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

United Press International'

In Our rind Year

Government Goes Into Apellate
Court To Keep Two Newspapers
From Publishing Pentagon Report

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon June 22, 1971

10* Per Copy

Vol. D(XXXII No. 146

Cold Checks Cos
t
Cashed Here

BLOODMOBILE

Of Living Index
Takes Highest Jump In
Fifteen Months Monday

The Red Cress Bloodmobile will be at 114s7llaid,
Wednesday, Jaw SI, fres
1:1111 to 7:06 p.m. and
Thursday, June 24, from
11:411 a.m. to 3:110 p.m. The
location will be the Find
Methodist Church. Any
Calloway County citizen
who wants to insure his
family's bleed seeds for six
months may de so be
donating a pint at that
time.

Iwo bogus checks were cashea
at two local grocery stores in
Murray on Monday afternoon,
according to reports made to the
By United Press International
officer of Calloway County
volved in the case, it was
The federal government, in decided Monday
Sheriff Clyde Steele.
that the entire
two separate cases which may eight members
The checks were written on the
of the appeals
be before the Supreme Court court
Citizens Bank of Hartselle, Ala.,
should hear the arwithin a week, went into the guments
arid signed by Kenneth B. Hart-.
and the hearing was
appellate courts today to keep postponed
well. The checks were made out
until today. If the
By NORMAN HEMMER
The Washington Post and The
to Claudette Mills.
court decides an odd number of
WASHINGTON (UPI) —NixNew York Times from publishOne
check for $30.00 was
judges is needed it could call a
on administration economists
ing any more of a secret
cashed at Blalock's Grocery and
senior retired jurist to sit in.
hope the sharpest increase in
Pentagon report on Indochina. The
another for $40.00 at Owen's Food
two cases have received
the cost of living in 15 months
The Post case was to be speeded
Market.
Personnel of both stores
treatment in the courts
Is an exception instead of a new
Over to Calvert City last Friday heard in the U.S. Court of because the issues involved—
said the checks were cashed by a The Murray Chapter
On Saturday monde& a gourd
of
trend. But they concede recent
for the Centennial Celebration of Appeals in Washington and the national security
meeting
and
woman
builds
a
seasim.
with
some
children
with National Secretaries Association
and freedom
claims of . victory over inflation
PRINCETON (UPI)--Tbel her and she was
Times case by the U.S. Court of of
that city.
Annual
reports
were
given
the
by
driving a blue met for a luncheon meeting
the press—are so great the
may have been premature.
murder trial of John T. Hale, It Pontiac with the
Appeals in New York. Both cases
grill out in front Monday,June 21, at the Woman's officers, chapter presidents, and The Labor Department rewill almost certainly gc
got
under
way
in Caldwell Circuit and a bump in the back
Big parade,several ancient cars, cases were scheduled to start to the Supreme
of the Club House. Mrs. Patsy Dyer, committee chairmen.
Court. The Court
ported Monday that the cost of
here Monday.
a number of Shrine units in- at 2 p.m. EDT.
At the Saturday luncheon,
car
Supreme Court is expected to
president of the Murray Chapter,
living advanced by a seasonally
U.S. District Judge Gerhard end its
cluding the Clowns of the
contestants
for the Secretary Of
current session Monday, Hale stands charged in the Sheriff Steele urges all presided. The invocation was
adjusted .6 per cent in May—
Murray-Calloway County Shrine A. Gesell in Washington Mon- necessitating the haste.
The Year were presented. Chosen
June, 1966
killing of Lillian businesses in the city and county gives' by Mrs. Anita Thomas.
the largest increase since
day ruled in favor of the Post, The governmen
Club.
Kentucky
as
Secretary
to
Of
check
The
for
proper identification Officers who had been apt has argued Katherine Denham, 21, whose
February, 1970 — after four
saying publication of the report that publicatio
n of the 7,000- body was discovered last year hi before cashing checks and urged pointed to serve for three months Year was Mrs. Alma Schuler, months of comparatively stable
did
not
Fallowing the parade the Calvert
threaten
national page report which was ordered a cistern near here.
the public to not be offended if were elected to serve for the CPS, of the Louisville Chapter. prices.
Qty Country Club was turned security and that freedom of in 1967 by Defense Secretary
asked for identification when remainder of the club year. They Judges for this event were A spokesman
for President
One of the defendent's cashing a check.
press outweighed
over to the Shrine units where the
representatives from
the Robert S. McNamara could
are:
Nixon's Council of Economic
daughters, Mrs. Patsy Fletcher
Shriners and their wives were government's objections to the damage national security
President, Mrs. Patsy Dyer, management, education, and a Advisers said the aleso
and of Caldwell County,
hied
.
tel
ia...
testified that
case.
fed.
relations with other countries.
secretary to Dr. Harry Sparks, secretary not connected with to be cautious" abed
in June,1968, Hale told her he had
"The government has failed The newspaper
N.S.A.
president of Murray State
s have argued
too much for the ft:4Wle
put a body in a cistern and had to
A nice event and some nice to meet its burden and without that the
University; vice-president, Mrs. Featured speaker at the reports in January ligieggh
report may embarrass
later
return
to
cistern
the
to
that
burden being met, the some persons
people over there.
Anita Thomas, secretary to Dr. Saturday night banquet was Dr. April and he said the 4111.0111
but could not be resit*
the remains. She told the
First Amendment remains suconsidered dangerous to the
Thomas
Hogancamp, vice- Will Frank Steely, President of also will be wary of pedalo lite
jury she had been unable to inFather's Day: All it takes is a preme," Gesell said. "Any national
Kentucky
State panic
president,
seciyitY.
Murray
State Northern
button lellowlag Ike 1day
form on her father.
"Happy Father's Day Dad!" No effort to preserve the status
(1=1111M en Page Eight)
University; recording secretary, College, and formerly of Murray
-—
big gifts, no elaborate goings on, quo under these circumstances
State
University.
"Fountain
Of
P
Samuel David Henderson of Mrs. Helen Spann, secretary to Youth" was the theme for the He said the Council recogjest the recognition that it is would be contrary to the public
Hardin Route One who was in- Judge Robert 0. Miller; banquet and Dr. Steely's topic nized that the pace of inflation
Father's Day. Same way with interest."
at the first four months of the
jured
in a car and truck collision orresponding secretary, Mrs. was "Secret Of The Ages."
Mother's Day. Happy Mother's But the appeals court interyear—an annual rate of 3 per
on Thursday, May 27, died Anna Ruth Harris, secretary to
vened on the government's
Day Morn.
Speaker
the
at
Sunday
morning
Sunday at 10:15 p.m. at the )wen Billington, Murray In- brunch was Capt. oward A. cent, lowest since 1987—was too
request and ordered the Post
Murray -Calloway County surance Agency; treasurer, Mrs. Miller (Ret.), Loveland, Ohio. low to be maintained.
An article enough to gladden any not to continue its series on the
Neva
'nen, secretary to Joe
But if the council was
Hospital.
non-youth's heart appeared in the report until it ruled on the case
dent of the Bank of Capt. Miller calls himself "Ye cautious, some other adminisHenderson, age 69, a farmer, Dick,
May-June issue of the Bell today. The Post was told not to
Flagge
Olde
Waver" and spoke
new abutment, 90 it could have
By Lucile Potts
tration officials were not.
was injured in the collision along
saigazine, publication of AT&T. publish anything on the report
(Continued on Page Eight)
continued to serve us became we
gave
em
a
report
on
the
Commerce Secretary Maurice
with
Willard Paul Pulley, age 16,
until 5 p.m. EDT today. The
After serving the public for have learned
entucky Division meeting
to love and accept it of Benton Route
H. Stens, speaking just six
Two, and
Entitled "The Nonyouth Bag" the newspaper complied.
over sixty years, the Old Iron as part of our lives.
Covington, May 21-23. The
hours before the cost of living
Tommy Richardson, age 15, of
The Times also received a Bridge just east of Coldwater was
writer points out that too much
In 1911,
when this "great Benton. Fatally
me of the meeting was "Make
report
was issued, argued:
favorable
injured in
ruling from U.S. closed June 16, 1971 by county Masterpiec
attention is placed on the ace" of its day was accident that
Your Tomorrow.
"The rate of inflation hoes now
occurred at 4:10
tivities of youth, meaning District Judge Murray Gurfein authorities because it was "old"
being built, the floor was tent p m.
come within controllable bounon May V on Kentucky On Friday afternoon a
anerbody milder..thirte...Whell, llaturday but the appeals court and was considered decorous.
A Swim Party for members, daries and this has been
PoreirilY
ono•I soak osiereg.eigerpgsoLeadligehip Forum was held and
someone over 40 does something, in New York prohibited publica- This old swinging bridge was Churchill,laid so Mr.
grades four through six, of the achieved without a major
with horses pulling
Lawrence F. (Keaton)
the attention is focused on what tion until after a panel of three the last of its kind in the county old
Oaks Country Club, and their dislocation in the nation's
hearse that Is exhibited at Treas. Trees
and Richardson
he did and not on him. Conversely of its members could rule on and we in the community regret Max
guests will be held at the club on economy."
Churchill's
,
could
get
across
were passengers in the car with
when someone under 30 does a the case.
that it could not have had a the Clark's River with
Thursday, June 24, from ten a.m. After the living cost figures
the body of Pulley, and Henderson was
Because of the issues in- 'transplant' of a new beam or
big thing, the attention is
to one p.m.
Mrs. Maggie Naimey Potts that
were announced, Democratic
traveling alone in his truck,
Each child is to bring a sack National Chairman Lawrence
was buried at Watson Crave
(Continued on Page Eight
according to the Kentucky State
The Forestry Committee of lunch and a charge of twenty-five F. O'Brien urged the
Yard. i Mrs. Potts was the aunt of
President
Police.
Calloway County will hold a cents per child will be made. Mrs. "to convene
Lester Nanney
of Murray.) Mr. Henderson was
immediately an
a
member
potluck
picnic
the
A.
at
N.
Young
McCuiston
B.
W.
chairman
Incidentally Sherwood Potts was Of the
is
of emergency economic conferOlive Baptist Church. He is cabin
on Blood River on Thur- the arrangements for the party. ence to draft comprehen
the last to travel over the old
sive
survived by his wife, Mrs. Evelyn
sday, June 24, at five p.m.
bridge.
action plans to save the
Henderson of Hardin Route One; Meat will
be furnished by the
If this bridge could talk, it one
NEED A PET
American economy."
son, Dr. Wendell T. Hen- committee and persons are to
Ronnie Billington, Steve was zarl Douglas, Four Rivers could tell many interesting
Kittens, seven weeks old, are The consumer price index,
derson
of
South
Bend,
Ind.;
three
Porter, and Mike Alexander Council representa
bring other dishes for the picnic. available to persons for pets. For the gauge of the
Six persons, injured in accost of living
tive, who stories. It has been trampled by sisters, Mrs. Ruth Johnston of
for the average urban family,
cidents, were treated at the received the Eagle Rank, the awarded the Second Class rank to the feet of men, mules and Murray, Mrs. Lois Norwood of All members are urged to attend. information call 7531783.
highest award in scouting, at the Scouts Kent Harmon,
wagons
as they carried loads of Hardin
advanced in May to 120.8 per
emergency room of the MurrayPhillip
Route One, and Mrs.
cent of the 1967 average.
Calloway County Hospital on Eagle Court of Honor of Troop 77 Smith, Frank Gilliam, Joey tobacco to Murray for the far- Martha P. Massey of Cincinnati, Letter To The Editor
That means it cost $12.0e in
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, of the Boy Scouts of America held Grady, Eddie Rollins, Ernie mers, horses, and buggies, and Ohio; two brothers, Wayne
May to buy the same variety of
according to hospital officials. on Monday evening at the First Dodd, Charlie Bazzell, Jimmy has rattled and shaken for many Henderson of Murray and Paul
Christian Church.
Ransom, Kelly Seales, Donnie years as cars and trucks zoomed Henderson
goods and services that could
Anthony Cole, age thirteen, son
of Murray Route
Bithngton is the eon of Mr. and Henry, and Chad Boyd.
across, and could be heard for
have been obtained for $11.94 in
of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Cole of
Two;
one
grandchild.
April, $11.57 a year earlier and
Murray Route Four, was ad- Mrs. Rex Billington, Porter is the The First Class rank went to miles away on a still night. But Funeral services are being
held
;10 in 1967.
mitted to the hospital on Friday son of Mr. and Mrs. William Mike SItinner, Rusty Moore, and now it stands silent, never to today at three p.m.
at the Linn
Porter,
and
Alexander
is
the
son
rattle
any
more.
Rawley
Fair.
Food prices rose .2 ier cent
Candidates
afternoon after suffering a severe
for the
Funeral
Home
chapel,
Benton,
Editor's Note: The following opinion and action ot the in May, less than in February,
contusion of the upper back when of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Alexander. Star rank were Barry Wells, The Old Iron Bridge, in years with Rev. C. J. Dexter
and Rev.
letter was written by Wayee arresting officers,
March and April. But the cost
struck reportedly fell on him. He Each mother pinned the Eagle Andy Wilson, and Bryan Warner. past was gathering place for the Tommy Perkins
officiating.
Four Rivers Scout Executive young folks on Sunday af- Burial
Williams, 397 North 12th Street to 4. the arresting officers are 90 of apparel, automobiles, gasowas dismissed on Saturday, badge on her son.
will
be
in
Barnett
the
The charge to the new Eagle G. W. Hayden presented the
Hospital officials said.
Life ternoons. From there they would Cemetery with the arrangements Ernest T. Brooks, Judge Pro-tern per cent wrong and are wasting line and services increased
of the city of Murray coacernieg their time investigating drinking sharply. The boost in the cost
Mrs. Marilyn Pala of 1711 Scouts was made by Four Rivers rank to Scouts Tim Wallen, Mark go to the Wess ..;Pendergrass by the Linn Funeral
Home of
Spring, from which Coldwater
disposition
of clothing was the highest
of several cases by drivers,
College Farm Road,Murray, was District Commissioner Don Thurman, and Brad Boone.
Benton.
Judge Brooks. Copies of the letter 5. the judge doesn't want to since August, 1988.
treated for a laceration of the leg Burchfield. Five other Eagle Merit badges were awarded to got its name, place some water
were also sent to Mayor Ellis, support the arresting officers
on Saturday at 11:45 p.m. She Scouts assisted Burchfield in the every member of the troop in- melons in the cold water of the
was reported injured in a car ceremony who were Robert Lowe cluding Barry Travis, Gregg spring and drive on to Asbury
Chief of Police James Brown and who often endanger their lives
of Troop 45, David Keller and Jan Fox, Brent Austin, Allan
several members of the Colloway trying to take this type of person
accident.
Lemons, Grave Yard or to Backusburg
Buxton
of Troop 77, David Waters Robert Underwood, Donnie Hill then return later to enyoy a
Into custody,
County Dry League.
Bobby Williams, age sixteen, of
6. the judge doesn't have
The June Julep Dance (open)
215 South Ilth Street, Murray, and Steve Simmons of Troop 73.
(Continued as Page Eight
Convening the Court of Honor
(Continued as Page Eight)
respect for the statutes and feels A wiener roast and swim
will be held at the Calloway Dear Mr. Brooks:
sustained a fracture of right
party
his personal decisions have more for junior high members
County Country Club on Satur2Iavicle when he reportedly fell
of the
wisdom.
day, June 26, from nine p.m. to
I hope you can help me unFrom a car. He was treated at the
Calloway County Country Club
one p.m. with Dr. and Mrs. Hal derstand your judicial actions as 7. the judge is extremely will be held on Friday, June 25,
hospital on Saturday.
Houston as chairmen of the reported in a local paper on hesitant to inconvenience the from four to seven p.m. Each
Sunday at 9:45 a.m. Joseph
event.
Monday, June 14. The report offender by giving jail sentences member may invite one guest
Dolchad of Murray Route Six was
Dress for the dance will be referred to records of court or revoking licenses.
and a charge of twenty-five cents
treated for a laceration of the
casual and the cost will be $5.50 sessions on Friday, June 4, and It is probably silly to try and per person will be made.
right side. He was reported hurt
Per couple. For reservations call Monday, June 7 where you speculate on the reasons persons Hostesses will be Mesdames
in a tractor accident.
Mrs. George Waldrop 753-9398 or presided. The specific items I that are arrested for D.W.I. are Tommy Taylor, Bill Holt, Joe
Jerry Lassiter of Dexter Route
refer to are the eleven cases of not given more more severe Dick, John Gregory, Sal
Mrs. John Gregory 753-1898.
One sustained a severe contusion
Those planning and decorating persons beilig arrested for penalties. It has almost become Matarazzo, Junior Garrison, and
of the right ankle in a motorcycle
committees are Messrs and driving while intoxicated and ten a local joke for drivers or John Pasco.
accident. He was treated at 10:05
Mesdames George Waldrop, of them amended to reckless bootleggers to be arrested. The Members of the planning
a.m. on Sunday at the hospital.
Gene Landolt, John Gregory driving. I realize your fellow gossip is that they pay their fee committee are Laurie Crass,
Mark Cassity, age seven, of
Bobby Nix Crawford, Freed judicial officers, both city and and then go on their merry way David Taylor, Tommy Pasco,
Benton Route Five was treated
Cotham, Rim Christopher, Z. C. county, have about the same having received a bit of ad- John Hart, Alison Holt, Beth
for multiple lacerations of the
Enix, 0. B. Boone, James record this report shows but as vertising for their actions or Richardson, Gary Sullivan, Arm
right thigh after being reported
you are new on the local, legal business.
Lassiter, mid dngles Wallis.
Gregory, David Kennedy, Sally
injured in a bicycle accident on
scene you may have some ex- I may be the only citizen
Saturday afternoon.
to call Matarazzo, Jan Garrison, and
planation interested citizens have this to your courts'
attention but Leo Ann Dick.
not heard for almost wholesale 8M not the only local, tax-pa
ying,
amendments to D.W.I. arrests voting
citizen that is concerned.
FREE PUPPIES
and softening charges against Surely drivers that
Six German Shepherd puppies,
endanger the
Word
received
has
alcohol
of
sales.
been
illegal
the
life and property of local people about five weeks old, are free to
szim====81181.1m11111M10111mi
death of Mrs. Wilma Shoemaker I have sincerely tried t
Kentucky—Partly cloudy today
of Maysville who died late determine why ten of elev need some sort of inconvenience persons for pets. For information
or penalty to make their actions call 498-8528.
and warm and humid, with
Monday at
hospital in D.W.I. arrests would be amended
unpleasant. If laws are supposed
scattered showers mainly south
Oklahoma City, Okla.
to reckless driving. I a to discourage
FREE KITTENS
and punish those
afternoon
portion
during
Mrs. Shoemaker is survived by suggesting some possible re
Three kittens, eight weeks old,
who violate laws and are
Clearing and slightly cooler
two sons and two daughters in- for thisaction:
detrimental to society we cer- are free to persons for pets For
tonight Mostly fair and warm
cluding Mrs. Charles (Donna) 1. the arresting officers do no
tainly are setting a poor record further information call 435-4781.
EAGLE
RANK,
highest
award
is scouting, was presented to three members
Wednesday but 1 little less
is Bey Scout Troop 77 Tolley of Murray, and several know a drinking driver when the locally in the
two areas I have
humid. Highs today mid and at the Court of Honor held at the First Christian Church on Monday evening. They are, left to right, grandchildren including Wynn. arrest one,
FREE IRIS BULBS
mentioned.
upper Ms. Lows tonight in lower Mike Alexander, Ronnie Billington, and Steve Porter. The Eagle badge was pinned on each boy 1” his Karl, Bill, Ray, and Karen
2.
judge
the
doesn't
know
Mrs. Bryan Tolley of 1336
mother
Yours
at
the
truly,
Court
of
Honor.
Scoutmaste
West
r 0. B. Boone was presented with a plaque of appreciation Tolley, all of Murray
60s. Highs Wednesday in low and
drinking person when he see
Main Street has a number
ass surprise h the grouts at the close of the ceremony.
of free
nud 80s
Funeral arrangements for Mrs.
Iris
bulbs
for
any
one sigh° might
Wayne M Williams
Shoemaker are incomplete
Aniseo. Ape..
1. the judge doesn't accept
be interested

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Mrs. Dyer Elected President Of
Murray Chapter Of Secretaries

Princeton Murder
Trial Gets Underway

Man Dies Of
Injuries From
May Accident

'Old Iron Bridge' East I
Of Coldwater Is Closed

Swim Party Planned
At Oaks Thursday

Forestry Group To
Meet, Young Cabin

Persons, Injured
In Accidents Are
Treated, Hospital

Three Murray Scouts
Earn The Eagle Rank

Writer Questions Amending
DWI's To Reckless Driving

June Julep Dance
Planned, Calloway

The Weather

Mother Of Local
Woman Dies Monday

Calloway Junior
High Plan Party

4-entsepaso., *4_
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The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Tuesday, ism 22,
innTrir
WLACTV
WSiX-Tv
the 173rd day of 1971.
Cioned 4
eleasselS
Channel S
The moon is new.
TUISDAY IEVItiiNG PROGRAMS
The morning stars are Venus,
News; WNW.; SOWN Newel *VW.&100011
I Drown of Jeannie
6 :CO
31 IIIII COO,
aaverly Hillbillies
Mod Squad
Mars and Saturn.
of
AO Doe Keens
Green
Acres
Mod
Saved
The evening stars are Jupiter ' :30 Don Knott'
INA Haw
Movie:
• 010 Moviip:
and Mercury.
He* New
" ntormezzo"
:31 "Night of RN
SE
AN In She Family
Movie
Those born on this day are
9 :00 Felleadna DIY
. CS!) News =
Marcus
M.D.
Movie
30
cgs
News
Marcus
Nebo, MD
under the sign of Cancer.
I (I) ,
hIrs4tUrlaw.i SoorteNews; Weir I Soorts Ii Takes a INN
:3
0: T
American author Anne MorNowa 'W Waters
It Takao • ThiO
Tonieht
Mavlei
News; YAW/ Mewls
row Lindbergh was born June
1 II :110
:30 T011011
"The flemorld•
Cawft
22, 1907.
IS
46dc Cavell
12
:30
Dick Cavell
On this day in history:
WEDNESDAY sweeiwc PROGRAMS
In 1933 the Nazi regime of
C
:919:fa
Germany outlawed the Socialist
Ceram ionn-non
e
ALS Monies
party, charging it with treason.
0 -SS lifisindoe
Zr.;•11,444"
. R eel McCoys
..1
AO TOAD,; kW
In 1940 France fell to
.
, T•a-. Nashville A.M.
Bozo
E
,111 Telma
Nashville A.M.
Sozo
Germany in World War II.
O
=
110 Teller . Sown Teen, Vie% g
s
0
boas
IM
7311
Toler
i Cassain
In 1965 Japan and South
Renew Room
a Of Dinars Place
Mike Deggios
Heed
Korea resumed full relations
a, -311 rooscionsvonen
Wilke Douglas
Somerly H111601les
I ft API Sale 0 renhiry
for the first time since the end
porno., Mir
ts • MI isahnegeo ileglinsonLooa if t.dg
cttZ ars CM'.
of World War II. Korea was
I ,g Agr2
...,
v
s1.14 "IrrIT is ow rZ
i e
tld
i"
under Japanese rule from 1910
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
to 1945.
a
In 1969 singer-actress Judy 12 :
Cony
News All Mr Children
:1
.
1
As
s World Turns
Let's
Deal
Male I
Garland died in her London
1
le Oars 0 Our Lives Mow solendered
Thine noels ears
:39 Peelers
Guiding Light
home at the age of 47.
Neratrieed **Me
On ANSON sows
Secret Hann
2 :m Br Prentlee Edge
of loges
coGrion.r010 "Artsi,L
A thought for today: Herbert
3 '2 1-11
:re
erm
t
sod.=c:111.
'
us
t.'"""w1
ucy
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TUESDAY JUNE 7:2, 1971

Ten Years Ago Today
TIMIS FILE

a

I

a

Mrs. Bertha &Written,formerly of Calloway County, died June
20 in Tesnpe, Aroma.
An outbreak of thefts and vandalism in the county has reached
disturbing proportions, Sheriff Cohen Stubblefield reported.
Murray State College has enrolled 1586 students for the eight
weeks summer session, I. Donakl B. Hunter, registrar, has
soneenced.
Kentucky and Tennessee and federal officials were reported to
be considering the possibility of creating a new national park in
the "Between the Rivers" sectioa in the western parts of the hin
states.
Mr and Mrs. Joe Sledi are 11.Madeif a baby gift Dawn
Marie, barn Jun 17 at lins 11•Fregf

•

Spencer . met sibc ultimate
•

effect of shielding men from
the effects of folly is to fill the
world with fools."

/

-4-;:zu 4.7=15

10 NbC

,„

MOW, New-c55 Elit

tilFtlieWittr.) rOrow
rts

WEDNESDAY EVENING 10110caAmS
,11111 News: Will Siserts News; WM, Sports
I Orsini of Jeannie
:39 Men Freon Shiloh
Mm Cl Lag
Eddie', Father •
orLaw toOm 222
Deed or Ali
hillt Feratty
• 00 Des O'connor
figedICeil Corner
MOvte
,30 Des O'Connor
Medical Ceder
"That Touch of
Fou-In?
o,d a
4=41
4 4 Fir-0
he0
Mink'
Movie
:
4: War.; Sewn If Takes • Thief
10 :31 7.7,
14,ry
If Takes a Thiel
'Monger Jack"
News; Whir; SINPIS
11 .
'
:3
8
5 Terdeht
Movie
Dick Caven
Dick Calvet
Dkk Cave];
A.
0

8
1

\

20 Years Ago Today

0.11

LICEOGGS•TOMB "EA
(
.41106.

Illardban hos misneed from Sem. George E.Overbey that a U.
& Fedora higineas has been designated for Calloway County.
The legt
M
hen Hvanindle. Ind.. to Memphis, Tenn., will be
Iowan as
Highway 641
Hirt
Homed of Lynn Grove,age 97, died June 20 at the
boneof her dweller,Mrs.Frank Doran of Paducah.
Bib L. Wart son elf Mr. and Mrs. Lennis Ward, serving in the
U.S.Army,mil keiveJaly 27 for Baltimore Md., to attend school
in tbe ember aldigence corps.
Illenistees !brim Hodges, Hershell Corn, Ruth Astmore,
SWIM Ibitain, K. M. Pollard, and E. A. Johnston are new oflimn dere Clwistion Women's Fellowship of the First Christian

Bible Thoughtfor Today

I.
a

a

GAS MASKS READY
TEL AVIV - Israel's Civil
Defense Corps has prepared
gas masks and equipment for
distribution to the whole
population, 2,737,000, in
readiness for any attack.

..wry nowsaspers

Computer billing errors
can ruin credit ratings

7 fo
S

....I!

12 ;:r.

Heart disease top
killer in Kentucky
FRANKFORT (UPI):
Heart disuse claims the
lives of ,igtee Kentuckians
than •• lingle cause of
death.
One deaths occurs every
41 minutes in Kentucky
from heart disease
The toll in the state in
1969 was 12,939, the latest
figures emptied on the
death rate in Kentucky
The deaths amounted to a
rate of 402.1 persons per
100,000 population.
HEART
DISEASE
accounted for more deaths
than the next three causes
-accidents, strokes and
cancer-combined
"Heart disease has been
the No. 1 killer for at least
the past five years." said
Lewis C. Bush, state registrar of vital statistics.
The second most potent
killer was cancer which accoupted for 5066 deaths in
1989 for a rate of 157.5
deaths per 100,000 persons.
Strokes came third with
3897 deaths Accidents, led
by motor vehicle mishaps.
was
fourth
2147
with
deaths
RANKING BEHIND the
top four causes of death
were influenza and pneumonic diabetes, diseases of
early infancy, arteriosclero-

sis, emphysema. and diseases of the arteries and
capillaries
The eeath rate in the
Bluegrass State ran tar behind the birth rate A total
of 32,777 deaths occurred
in 1969 while 57,443 births
were recorded.
The birth rate increased
from 17 7 births per 1000
persons in 1968 to 17.9
births in 1969. The death
rate was 10.2 per 1000 persons, off slightly from the
1968 mortality rate of 10.3
deaths.
THE BIRTH illigitimacy
rate in Kentucky made a
tremendous jump of 70 per
cent for the past decade.
going from 47.2 per 1000
live births to 34.6 in 1969.
The rise in illigitimate
births paralleled a national
trend

VAN DYE JOINS McC/OVERN
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Ted,
Van Dyk, a former associate of
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, has
joined the McGovern-for-President organization.
Van Dyk, 36, president olia(
management consulting Camp&
ny, said Friday be bad told
Humphrey he felt the Democrto
tic Party still suffered from
scars left from the 1968
campaign and that both the
party and the country needgcl
new leadership. He said Hutiti
phrey understood his feelingst,

Miller, who is the author of
Editor's Note: Maa is being
telephones are being tapped
scrutinised, cataloged, ap- "The Assault on Privacy," illegally.
praised and reappraised as goes on to say that "1984 is not a
Phychological testing is
clever before. To some it ap- year, but a state of mind."
vast arena for inFor whether we live, we live eats the Lard; and whether we die,
The collection of data on another
pears that 1984 and "Big
gathering
formation
in
we die sato the Lord: whether we live therefore, or die, we are the
American
s has been going on America.
Brother" are here already.
postthe
grew
It
in
Lord's.--Romaas 14:11.
This is the first of a series on for some time, but it wasn't
war era and enjoyed popularity
God is our Alpha and Omega. Regardless of what we believe or
the invasion of privacy in until recent years that the
Walit
in public schools and spread to
disbelieve,we were created by God. To Him we will return.
information-gathering
America.
agento
cies - public and private - big business and even
Japan 7 Nitely tOrn Sat
government. The original
began picking up steam.
By JEFF CUISEEENG
by
that
was
premise
re.ay there to scarie sort
Copley News Service
ENDS TO N ITE
'correlating not only basic
file on literally everybody. The
statistical facts but personal
ADAM
AT 6 A.M."(di
extent
of
the
"
).
mass of in- likes, dislikes and habits as
Richard Vernor, a $26,000 a
•ir:;'.
:
0*. .;
year government employe in formation depends on how well, it would be far easier to
many
items you buy on credit,
Washington, D. C., was starby Carl Ftiblet Jr.
weed out potential trouble
tled one day recently when he how many times you get makers and misfits.
opened his morning mail to find Mopped for traffic violations, if
In the dark I walked into my car at 2/
1
2 m.p.h., the a notice from a local hardware you register in school or to
The extreme personal nature
rate ot speed at impact which auto makers claim chain More that his credit had vote, even if you apply for a of some of the questions put
MOVIE RA1111138
before job applicants such as
been discontinued and unless driver's license.
will not nick rear bumpers on the 1972 vehicles. In
"It
is
like
sex
and
a
bathroo
he
came
snowball,
m
habits
up
with
"
$165.95
exwithin
next daylight the bumper appeared to be dented
8 R PARFJSITS AND
plains Miss Fulton. "One
days, "drastic measures
and for a moment I thought my shin had done the five
listing service will buy out proved to be of limited success,
would follow.
YOUNG PEOPLE
according to many manpower
damage. But no,I recollected, a few days ago I had
"I was more than startled," another listing service and on
experts
and
an
embarra
ssment
and
on. Pretty soon, you've a
backed the car into a pussy willow.
Vernor bitterly recalls. "I
AU. AGES WONTf CO
to the prospective employe and
received an unsolicited credit pretty hefty file of little bits of
Cawood Aorher.ces
"Tin-a metal with many
the organization to which he
informati
on
that
card
from
perhaps
the
outfit
in
ellta
when a
uses, but of small strength."
was
applying
for
job.
a
branch store opened in my themselves mean nothing. But
AU. AGES ADINTTED
Perhaps the largest con-Dictionary of Opinions
neighborhood. I did use the when you put them together,
"'Weft& Oedema Suggested
tributor to the assault on man's
card, twice. The first charge you can often build a pattern of
idiEr
privacy is the computer. And
TO
WEAT N E It>
was paid off in full as soon as I behavior. These patterns of
AHEAD
because
MIDof
its
impersonal
received
my
monthly behavior will quite often nature, it
iliallalleCTID
JULY
is the easiest to FROM BRIDE TO
Undo- 17,
your
110.11011111 occorrwoorne
statement. The second bill was determine
BRIG
credit
blame.
•
Ponied or Adefl CU/wow
reliabilit
y."
paid off in three installments. I
CROYDON, England (UPI)
RAINY
42.
The invasion of our privacy
41 •
didn't think I owed them a
"Without the use of the -Leonard Lee was posing with
f./
can be as basic as an ad- computer," says programmer his bride, Bernadet
te Cross, for
--------The store's computer billing vertising coupon mailed to Lyle Bell, "the collection and their wedding photos when six
NO OING UNDER t7 ADOITTID
(Age Moe way very w cartoon
it
"occupan
t"
or
system
catalogi
as
informat
ng
complex
of
said
ion policemen arrived to arrest him
as a
otherwise.
Pressing the accounting strange voice on the telephone would be a monumental task. on burglary charges.
Lee told
ALL g
department for details and who apparently knows quite a Can you imagine digging the officers
nuas
he would go
hopefully some answers, bit about you and is trying to through filing cabinet after peaceably
REcerm nes SEAL CO or no
-on
the
conditio
n
Vernor found little satisfaction, sell you something you filing cabinet, pulling out bits they
r•
NOTION PICTURE COOE OF
let him finish the wedding
but did find out that suddenly Probably need
But the and pieces of information? But ceremony
SELF REGULATION.
BROW
first.
They
agreed.
•
he had become a poor credit gathering and cataloging
11011175114
*NORMAL
of through the magic of elec- He went peaceably.
risk all over town.
vast amounts of information tronics, the computer can dick
"It was almost as if there was not truly practical until the off information at the flip of a
were some kind of underground evolution of the computer.
switch or the touch of a hut- NIXES POT GARDEN
1111Wmi
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (UPI)
grapevin
e,"
says
Vernor.
1W1
Progress in such diverse
6!
1111
10
MILD
l
iil
-The Minnesota constitution
It was only through Vernor's fields
AtiCi
W
dit
as
%A./Itlf Al RI
electroni
c
advent
computer
The
the
of
DRY
provides
that
"any
constant prodding - and an eavesdropping, the
person may •
computer has
brought
••
about
a sell or peddle the products
eventual threat to stage a one- and even psychological
NOT
of
S
testing
proliferat
firms
of
ion
NO
dedicated
AND
the farm or garden occupied
man demonstration in front of has largely been
responsible to the collection of data; mostly and
t••I
,,r•k
DRY
S. I LOVE YOU"
the More and burn his credit for the incredible
cultivated by him without
"dossier- for use by insurance com4-4
obtaining a license therefore."
card in protest-that the chain oriented" society in which
we
departme
se......".".\TEMPIRATUN
panies,
nt stores, oil
NacrttAtioN
--------agreed to backtrack his ac- now find ourselves.
The
ORY
provision
,
a
judge
ARIAS
ruled
..,..,
"--..
4 WALT DISNEY
ARIAS
Everyone companies and the like.
count.
Friday, does not apply to those
IMMO ON NA now.t WU no.larreci a yrr ociiiicae /
from the local supermarket
:4.WED„ thru TUE.:
PRODUCTIONS'
As it turned out, Vernor did where you fill out
who
nation's
cultivate
The
largest
such
Ea
and
peddle
an innot owe $165.95. In fact, he formation form so you
Warner Bros. again presents
can cash outfit is the Retail Credit Co. of marijuana, as an enterprising
owed nothing.
your paycheck to the federal Atlanta, Ga., which reputedly defendant had suggested in his
It was the More, ironically, government is
intent on has stored in its memory banks defense.
that was in error; they owed keeping some sort
.ineo*mown. TaCIIISCSIAr
of file on detailed information on more
Vernor $1.65 that he had your background
'NUM 41.
and ac- than 70 million Americans.
overpaid.
•
Starts Tom wror it
tivities
Retail
While
Credit does iloine
•
The plight of Richard Vernor
It was during World War II of its own investigating, a good
•
From the author of ir . foe your enpoyment
may sound comical or even that Americans got
their first deal of its information is ac'The
Guns of Navarone • WINNER OF 8 ACADEMY AWARDS
•
bizarre, but such situations are real taste of privacy invasion crued through the purchase of
•
when
such
as
"lists,"
the
the
detailed
federal government
cropping up with alarming
frequency as man's privacy is approved the lapping of profiles of California drivers TECHNICOtOr
PANAYISION.
being attacked on the scale of telephones on a limited basis to Including such specifics as
=4mM ea.
try to keep track of suspected driving record and eyesight George Orwell's "1964."
spy activities in the United offered by the Department of
"The really scary thing is
Vehicles to any taker for
that 1964 is happening in 1971," States.The practice spread and Motor
by the 1950s, wiretapping
was 50 cents in lots of ten names.
says Denise Fulton,a clerk who
so common that it
An affiliation of some 2,000
works for a Los Angeles credit
was
MURRA
bureau. "We have information reportedly being used by just local credit bureaus calling
DRIVE
like you wouldn't believe. about every law enforcement itself the Associated Credit
IN
agency in the country
„
Bureaus of America Inc. lays
Heck, we probably know things
claim to information on more
about someone that he doesn't
Wiretapping corftlnues today
Dusk
even remember."
but the practice has been than 100 million persons.
INITEM•COUG1/• TIEGE P/1•04:
,
University of Michigan Law curtailed somewhat
TONITE thru WED.
And the Credit Bureau of
through
School Prof. Arthur R. Miller is legislation. Phones are
New
York, a
?Oth Cmiyi• its plum%
being Greater
•
more direct. "Probably in no bugged, however, at all
Sbrts Tomorrow •
cooperatively owned venture, ARMY SECRETARY-Robert "
nation on earth is as much of government and the levels has records on nearly 10 million F. Froehlke, 48, has been •
named secretary of the
individualized information branch still reserves federal persons.
the right
Army by President Nixon.
collected, recorded
and to put a tap on any line in the
An Ingo Preminger Production
theis mode you
Froehlke has been a friend •
.dissernmated as in the United interest of "national
• should not see
How
the
Next:
credit
bureaus of Secretar
Color
securiO •
by DE LUXE a
oboe
y of Defense
*
States'
a
And nobody knows how man-, find out elms VOL.
0AN•rS/ON.
* * *••••el••••se *
Melvin R Laird 40 years.

Isn't It The Truth!
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By JOHN G.(
UPI Sports 1
ARDMORE, Pa.
Trevino, who oftes
and fast and
speaking quietly a
earnest in the
three-shot victory
Nicklaus for the U.:
Championship, an
saying that he thii
qualifies him a:
champion."
"Walter Hagen,"
no, citing
one
immortals, "said
can win one Open,
a real champion
(
10
"That's
wh
Championship -'1.4
tant to me persona
first one I won bat
said the 31-year-ol
American from El I
who has been corn:
tour professional

WV.

1%--- rewards for
two-under-par 68
Nicklaus' one-over-p
hot, steamy, and ra
ed afternoon at
Merion Golf Club v
diate and rich- ..
first prize that mol
the head of the alas
winnings for this
$165,110 against $
Nicklaus, who earn
ter finishing second.
w.f. A berth in the NI
golf at Akron, Ohi
12, a four-man
which also involves I
PGA champion, Qua
as Masters champio
yet-to-be determin4
Open champion.
bw. An invitation
accepted, to team
laus as the two-m.
States team in the
Golf Matches at Pi

et

Blue W
?
CU

By FRED Mc
nM.
UPI Sports Wr
The cheers are just
for Vida Blue, but th
to be all over ft
*McLain.
Blue, the sensation:
old southpaw of the
Athletics, struck ot
wed only seven hi
1' •/1 t in pitching the A
g
over the
I
for his 15th t
e season against
I.

_ McLain, who only tl
electrified the
rld by winning 31
he Detroit Tigers,
'Ids tumble into ot
Josing his eighth gam,
13th of the seas
no,c••=oh•cehso•e-0-1

IF

Stand
heacncno.o.oenth•co
By United Press Int
National Leag
East
W. L.
442
ttsburgh
York
372
373
,Louis
icago
341
ontreal
271
''Philadelphia
27 3
West
W. L.
Francisco
46 2
Angeles
38 3
321
ston
cinnati
31 3
32 4
th
23 4
Diego
Monday's Rea
Pittsburgh 6 New Yot
AU. 6 Mont. 4 (1st
Mont. 5 All. 3 (2nd
Phila. 5 Cinc. 3 (12 is
Is Angeles 4 St. Loui
(Only games sched
American Lea,
East
W. L.
Baltimore
41
Detroit
37
35:
Boston
Cleveland
30:
New York
30 :
23
Washington
WEST
W. L
45:
Oakland
Kansas City
35
34,
Minnesota
California
31 :
Milwaukee
24
24
Chicago
Monday's Res
Oak. 3 Minn. 2
Milw. 3 Calf. 2 (10 11
Chicago 5 Kansas Cit
Baltimore 7 Washin
Clev at B03 ppd, n
games sched
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Lee Trevino Wins U.S. Open
Playoff Over Jack Nicklaus

Legion Nine Wins Two Sunday,
Loses On Saturday And Monday

By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
Gardens, Fla., Nov. 11-14.
UPI Sports Editor
The Murray American Legion Murray's Charlie Gibbs fired collected at least one hit in the
But those, and the rich It was on the sixth hole that
ARDMORE, Pa. (UPI)-Lee
heavy rain and thunder and
baseball
team won 2 games and an eight-hitter and drive in two nightcap.
beenefits
accruing to the Open
Trevino, who often talks loud
lightning forced a halt in play
lost
2
games
over the past four runs to help his team win the Paducah scored in every inning
and fast and funny, was champion in the form of for 22 minutes.
nightcap 7-6 after the Murrayans
days.
Trevino
was
but two to win Monday nights
speaking quietly and in dead testimonials, etc., were all a asked if the rain interrupted
had rallied from a 5-3 deficit in
The
Murray
his
nine
swept
a
game 13-8.
bad
third in Trevino's mind to
earnest in the wake of his
the
opener
to
win
6-5. Murray
momentum," since he was
doubleheader at Madisonville
Both teams put a run across in
The Bank of Murray Pirates batters
three-shot victory over Jack two things-that second Open leading by one
stroke at he
Sunday, lost to Mayfield jumped ahead 3-0 in game one the first inning an Murray added
title
as
proof
of
Giants
his
defeated
ranking time.
the Dairy Queen
Nicklaus for the U.S. Open Golf
PrInceton got their only run in Saturday, and
lost to Paducah but Madisonville struck for five three in the second to go in front.
4-2 in the first game of a triple the fourth when lead off batter
Championship, and he was among the top golfers, and the
runs in the third before Murray
last
night.
After a scoreless second and
saying that he thinks the win fact that he defeated Nicklaus "Heck, I didn't have any header in the Colt League Friday Hawkins hit a double and scored
came
back with three in the fifth.
Murray
lost
to
Mayfield
9-7,
inning, Paducah went on a
third
to
it.
win
momentum
going
then," he night.
when Jackson walked three of the while
qualifies him as a "real
collecting ten hits and Mitch Ward slammed two rampage and scored 2 in the
"I feel especially great laughed. "I was one over par." The Giants took an early *MI next five batters.
champion."
doubles
and
a
single,
and
Brown fourth,3 in the fifth, 1 in the sixth,
making five errors. Mayfield got
man of Jack T-evino admitted he beganhto when they scored two runs off of
Gray was the losing pitcher for 10 hits off of
"Walter Hagen," said 'Trevi: beating a
Murray pitchers and Crouch and Johnny Rayburn 3 in the seventh and 3 in the
Nicklaus'
caliber,"
said
Pirate
feel
the
pressure
Trevithose
on
no hits, two walks and five
no, citing
Princeton and was relieved by committed 6 errors.
added two hits apiece in the
one of golf's
eighth to mark up the win.
immortals, "said it-anyone no. "That accomplishes some- famous last three holes of errors in the bottom of the second Griffith in the third.
opener for the Murray nine.
At
Madisonvill
e
Sunday,
the
Murray put across 3 runs in the
Inning.
can win one Open, but it takes thing more even than winning Merion.
The Murray Federal Braves Legion nine
snuck away with two Gibbs and Monte Cathey had seventh to tie the game at 7-7 but
an
open."
off
run
of
a real champion
scored 4 runs in the third inning one-run
4
, 1',9 win two.
"When Jack missed his putt The Pirates scored a
decisions in the two hits each in the second game, Paducah o put the game on ice
Trevino, flashing a gay smile
"That's
and David Hughes added two
wh , this
Open
on 16, I really wanted to make Giant Pitcher Charley Rains in on 1 walk and five hits.
doubleheade
r.
with 3 in the seventh and 3 in the
The Braves have been the only
Championship
hits. All the Murray starters
Amore impor- and exchanging rapid banter my putt-and it turned out to the sixth inning and tied the
eighth.
with
newsmen
in
a
post-vi
ctory
game
in
seventh
the
to send the local club to beat Princeton in
tant to me personally than the
be the worst putt I hit all day. I
Hughes started on the mound
contest into an extra inning.
four meetings with the team.
first one I won back in 1968," news conference, was asked pushed it six inches to
the
for Murray but was relieved by
said the 31-year-old Mexican- whether he thinks people now right. That's when I felt the Joe Resig slammed a hit into
Hitting safetly for the Braves
Murcer, NY 12.
Oliver in the fourth who was
American from El Paso, Texas, will think of him as a "great pressure. I felt it on 17, too. I left center in the seventh to score were Brad Barnett, Bobbah By United Press International
relieved by Rayburn in the sixth.
Runs Batted In
Leading Batters
Dean Willis from second base to Hughes, Ricky Garland, Gary
who has been competing as a golfer." The grin vanished, and Just wanted to keep the ball
on
National League: Stargell, Mitch Ward slammed five hits
National League
tie the game.
Buchanan, and Tim Thurman.
tour professional only since his voice again was quiet and the green. On the 18th,
I Nat
Pitt 67; Aaron, All 56; Santo, for Murray while teammates
serious
AB
R.
as
H.
he
Pet.
replied:
"I
pitcher,
Pirate
Lane,
Ray
the
hope
1967.
Hawkins hit a double and a single
wanted to keep the ball In
70 272 42 99.364 Chi 52; Torre, St. L 50; Cepeda, Brown Crouch and David Hughes
held the Giants scoreless in the for the only hits for Princeton. Torre, St.L
The rewards for ahoothig a
bounds."
Davis, Lit
67 267 45 97 .363 At!, Hebner, Pitt and Cardenal, collected three hits apiece.
two-under-par 68 that beat "At least," he said, "nobody Trevino said he is looking bottom of the seventh after giving
Ppth,thi
50 183 25 64 .350 St.L 42.
Nicklaus' one-over-par. 71 on a can point to a man who has forward to playing in the up a hit and walking two.
Bckrt,
Chi
won
66
the
263 42 90 .342 American League: Killebrew,
Open
Champions
hip British Open next
The Pirates won the game by
hot, steamy, and rain-interruptmonth at the
•
Garr, AU
70291 49 97.333 Minn 52; White, NY 44;
scoring two hits in the top of the
ed afternoon at the tricky twice and say he isn't a great Royal Birkdale course
in
Brock,St. L.
Petroceth, Boa and Oliva, Minn
67
773
53
shotmaker.
91
.333
"
eight
on
walk
a
two
and
Giants
Merton Golf Club were immeEngland because "Royal BirkStaub, Mont 64 228 40 74 .325 43; F. Robinson, Bait 42.
diate and rich- ... A $30,000 Trevino, who charged hard dale is my favorite corrse-I errors. Willis relieved Lane in the
The Cubs beat the Reds 14-3 in
KIEL, Germany - An
Pitching
52 187 14 60.321
first prize that moved him to and took risks all during played in the Ryder Cup eight for the Pirates after Lane exhibition devoted to showing Alou, Hou
Park League action Friday night.
National
League:
Cash, Pitt
Ellis, Pitt Marty
61 248 46 79 .319
the head of the class in money Sunday's final round when he matches there once and I had had pitched his alloted seven the many aspects of sea
McCuiston was the
in the Snglln, Pitt
63 243 27 77 .317 11-3; Dierker, Hou and Carlton, winning pitcher for the
innings.
winnings for this year, with came from off the pace to some really great scores."
Cubs and
life of mankind is planned for
SLL
10-3;
Jenkins,
Chi
10-6;
American
League
$165,110 against $161,213 for finish in a tie with Nicklaus at
Keith Barr was the pitcher for the
And the Open champion Joe Resig banged out two bit* Kiel during the sailing events in
Marichal,
SF
9-4;
Stoneman,
G. AB R. H. Pct.
Reds.
Nicklaus, who earned $15,000 even-par 2130 at the end of the indicated he's changed his mind for the Pirates and David this Baltic port as part of the
Oliva, Min
60 239 46 91 .381 Mont 9-5.
Vaughn hit a home run for the
for finishing second.
regulation 72 holes, admitted about something-he's decided Copeland added a triple while 1972 Olympic Games.
Murcer, NY 65 234 38 81.346 American League: Blue, Oak Cubs.
.•.. A berth in the World Series that he switched his tactics in to play in the Masters next Dennis Lane, Ray Lane and
The show will also offer a
15-2;
Cuellar,
Balt
Rojas,
11-1;
KC
McNalq62 233 34 74 .318
of golf at Akron, Ohio, Sept. 11- the playoff after Nicklaus had year, a tournament he's been Charles Scott each added a hit survey ranging from the
The Cubs and the Yanks play
50 193 51 61 .318 ly, Balt 11-4; Hunter, Oak 10-4; tonight at 6:30
evolution of seacoasts, with the Bfrd, Bal
12, a four-man competition fallen two strokes behind witha avoiding because he claims the apiece.
at the Park
For the Giants, Charley Rains influence of ice ages and floods, 'Celine, Det 57 183 36 57.311 Perry, Minn 10-5; Lolich, Det League field.
which also involves Nicklaus as bogey on the second hole and a Augusta
National
Course
Rchrdt,
Chi
51 191 20 59 .309
hit a double and a single, Johnny to shipbuilding and harbor
PGA champion, Charles Coody double bogey on the third.
doesn't suit his game.
FRben, Bal
51 181 34 56 309
as Masters champion, and the "I didn't take too many "I'll play in the Masters next Wilson added an single and Loyd construction.
BRbsn, Bal
63 247 33 76 .308
yet-to-be determined British chances after the third hole," year because I've changed my McClure added a single.
Hwrd, Wash 61 233 22 71 .305
Open champion.
he said. "I want to get through clubs to hit the ball higher-I'm In the second game the Peoples FRILL= SIGN 3
60 240 40 73.304
... An invitation, quickly the sixth hole without being in using a heavier clubhead," he Bank Tigers lost to the Princeton PHILADELPHIA (UPI) - Otis, KC
Home Runs
accepted, to team with Nick- any trouble. Those are long said. "Did I do this so I could Mets in a 5 inning game by the The Philadelphia Phillies announced Monday the signing of National League: Stargell,
score of 7-3.
laus as the two-man United holes, and Jack had the play in the Masters?
States team in the World Cup advantage of being the biggest "Heck, no-I did it so I could Johnny Hewitt, leading off in draft choices Dane Iorg of Pitt 25; Aaron, AU 20; Bench
the first inning, got the only hit of Brigham Young University, and May, Cin 17; Bonds, SF 16.
6alf Matches at Palm Beach hitter."
win money."
League: Oliva,
the game against Princeton's Terry Penman of Wauconda, American
111. and Don ICreke of Bartels°, Minn 16; Cash, Det and
Griffith.
Hewitt and Larry Lockhart, m. lorg is a shortstop while Jackson, Oak 15; Horton, Det
who walked, went on to score as Perlman and Kreke are pitch- 13; Smith, Bos, Melton, Chi and
Mike Cathey advanced both ers
NEW PGA OPEN
runners on a sacrifice bunt and
ORLANDO, Fla. (UPI)-The
Hewitt scored on Ricky Scar- NEW AHL CLUB
Is the beautiful Seabreeze when if Daytimes
Professional
Golf Association
borough's
Bead Florida's year-rased resort
grounder
to
third
base.
By FRED McMANE
FREEPORT, Grand Bahamas
Baltimore Orioles whipped the
Orioles went on to score three Lockhart advanced to third on (UPI)-The city of Cincinnati announced Monday the addition
• King size bested/swimming pool, oceanside
UPI Sports Writer
Washington Senators, 7-2.
patio
Scarborough's sacrifice and then has been granted an American of the $160,000 Walt ,Disney
The cheers are just beginning
In other American League runs.
• Oceanfront, on the "World's Most Famous
for Vida Blue, but they appear games, Milwaukee edged Cali- Roberto Pena, whose ninth stole home while the Princeton Hockey League franchise, it Open to the tour. It will be
Beach"
• Air-conditioned. heated. Telephones
to be all over for Denziy fornie, 3-2, Chicago bled Kansas Inning single tied the game at players were conferring on the was announced Monday. The played Dec. 2-5 near Orlando.
Beautiful rooms, apartments, efficiencies
•
2-2,
field
singled
and
left
hope
klae"
_home
winning
the
1
*McLain.
-t-4)
plate aftalo Sabres ot the Heitimasi
ty, 5-1, and IseAguid at
• New color TV
RAMS SIGN VATARA
Blue, the sensational 21-year Boston was postponed Wham run in the 101h after reliever unguarded.
ey League will own and
• New game room
LOS ANGELES (UPI)-ForDave LaRoche had walked the Princeton scored 3le the third operate the new club.
old southpaw of the Oakland of rain.
• Reduced greens fees to guests at 3 golf
mer Stanford wide receiver
Athletics, struck out 13 and In the National League,-bases loaded to spark Mil- and 2 each In the fourth and the
Courses
Randy Vataha Monday signed a
• Jai alai, dog racing, auto racing, superb
'snowed only seven hits Monday Pittsburgh defeated New York, waukee's victory. Rudy May of fifth to mark up the win.
PE1TY STAYS AHEAD
fishing
contract with the Los Angeles
the Angels pitched one-hit ball In the third game of the night, DAYTONA
tdght in pitching the A's to a 3-2 6-0, Los Angeles blanked
BEACH, Fla.
St.
oeactory over the Minnesota Louis, 4-0, Philadelphia edged for eight innings only to blow a the Murray Federal Braves (UPI) - Richard Petty re- Rams. He was a 17th round
DIRECTLY on the ATLANTIC OCEAN
defeated the Princeton Mets by mained in first place in the draft choice.
Twins for his 15th triumph of Cincinnati, 5-3, in 12 innings 2-1 lead in the ninth.
Write today fee fres brockers
Tommy
the season against just two and Atlanta beat Montreal, 6-4, Southpaw
John the score of 4-1.
NASCAR Winston Cup point
Glenn
Jackson
pitched
was
six-hitter
the
a
losses.
to
winning
spark
the
before losing 5-3 in a twi-night
standings Monday with 2,123,
The 171008e is Wyoming's
White Sox' triumph. Kansas pitcher for the Braves, with help but Bobby Allison, who won
McLain, who only three years doubleheader.
from
Dan
Thompson who Sunday's 400-mile race at Largest wild animal. A full!ago electrified the baseball Blue, who overcame early City's only run came on a home
NORTH ATLANTIC AVENUE 32011 Dept_
grown moose can weigh 900
?world by winning 31 games for wildness to notch his 15th run by Fred Patek, his first of relieved him in the fifth to strike Riverside, Calif., moved into
pounds
and
sometimes
is
six
out the final two Princeton fourth place
the Detroit Tigers, continued complete game, scored his fifth_the season.
with 1,808 points. feet tall at the shoulder.
904 253 3601
Ss tumble into oblivion by consecutive triumph and third
;losing his eighth game in a row in as many career starts
13th of the season as the against the Twins. He trailed 24acro•=eac-c.c.cs<=-0.0.0.42c 1 after three innings, but the
A's tied the scored in the sixth
and went ahead in the seventh.
"You know I pitched more
nocz..cac-ess=-=-o-=-izeoc)..c.c than half the game with us
By United Press Internalonal behind," said Blue. "I'm just
not used to that. We are usually
National League
ahead by that time. But my
East
W. L Pct. GB fastball was humming in the
Pittsburgh
44 25 .638 ... last three innings and that
York
37 27 .578 4% carried me through."
.Louis
37 33 .529 7/
1
2 "His curve ball wasn't going
icago
34 33 .507 9 In for strikes early in the game,
but his fastball in the last three
ontreal
27 36 .429 14
iladelphia
27 39 .409 15bi innings was something to see,"
added Oakland manager Dick
West
W. L. Pct. GB Williams. "His trademark is
becoming his strength in the
Francisco
48 25 .648
Angeles
38 30 .559 61
/
2 later Innings."
McLain, who in 1968 and 1969
32 35 .478 12
won a total of 55 games for the
lrincinrutti
31 38 .449 14
Atlanta
32 41 .438 15 Tigers before his off-the-field
23 46 .333 22 antics started him on his
San Diego
decline, was tagged for 16 hits
Monday's Results
by the Orioles in his worst
Pittsburgh 6 New York 0
pummeling of the season
AU. 6 Mont. 4 ( 1st game)
McLain, who has won only
Mont. 5 AU. 3 (2rid game)
four games, tried to remain in
Phila. 5 Cinc. 3 (12 innings)
good spirits despite the poundIs Angeles 4 St. Louis 0
ing that included four hits
(Only games scheduled)
apiece by Boog Powell and
JERRY'S LIKES FAMILIES. And
American League
Paul Blair.
your family will like JERRY'S
East
5 "Well, anyway,
I have four
(1) special provisions for family
W. L. Pct. GB wins. I'm
four ahead of last
Baltimore
41 22 .651
seating, (2) specially attentive
year at this time. I feel like
37 29 .561 5/
Detroit
1
2 I'm hhrowing the ball
service
by a waitress who enjoys
good," he
35 29 .547 6% said.
Boston
families, (3) special menu with a
30 34 469 111
Cleveland
/
2 Manager Ted Williams
wide variety of "goodies" to please
said
30 36 455 121
/
2 that despite the
New York
each member of your family,
16 hits he
23 40 .365 18 didn't feel McLain
Washington
(4) special portions and prices for
should have
WEST
fared so badly. "I didn't think
children, (5) special trinkets for the
W. L. Pct. GB McLain took
any punishment,"
little ones. In all of these ways,
45 22 .672
Oakland
said Williams. "The game
and more, eating at JERRY'S is
35 28 .556 $ should have been
. Kansas City
3-2 or a 2-2 tie
a pleasant, family affair.
34 34 .500 111
Minnesota
/
2 the worst."
31 39 .443 151
California
/
2 The Senators did not give
Milwaukee
24 38 .387 181
/
2 McLain much fielding support.
24 38 .387 18,1 In the first inning
Chicago
third
Monday's Results
baseman Dave Nelson failed to
Oak. 3 Minn. 2
make a play on a bunt by Blair
Milw. 3 Calf. 2 (10 innings)
and the Orioles ended up with
Chicago 5 Kansas City 1
two runs, and in the sixth
Baltimore 7 Washington 2
outfielder Larry Bittner fell
(lev. it Boa. ippd, rain)
down while chasing a fly ball
tOnly games scheduled)
by Frank Robinson and the

Pirates Defeat Giants
In Colt League Friday

Major Leag ue Loaders

Cubs Beat Reds
In Park League

Sea lore exhibition
at Kiel for Olympics

You're Invited to the

Blue Wins 15th Game For A's
pclain Loses Eight In A Row

BEACH MOTEL

•

1

Standings

I

DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA

eating at lerry's is a

family
affair.
South 12th Street
Murray, Ky.

•
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Silver Wedding Anniversary
Tuesday, June 12
Party for kindergarten
Swim
A
:trough third grade members
and their guests of the Oaks
Country Club will be held at the
club from ten am, to one p.m.
Each child is to brine a mirk
lunch and a charge of 25 cen
per child will be made. Mrs. Eli
Alexander is chainnam.

Can't be done
without help

TUESDAY—JUNE 22. 1971
The central attraction was a
large three-tiered wedding cake
ittth blue candy roses on the first
and second tiers. The top tier was
supported by three champaigne
glasses turned upside down over
the roses of the second tier.
After the wedding, the couple
spent a week at Mr. Harold
Ezell's cabin on Kentucky Lake
Rehearsal Dinner
The rehearsal dinner was held
In the Red Room of Holiday Inn,
South of Louisville at Friday May
21,at seven o'clock in the evening
with the, groom's parents as
hosts.
their home at Campbellsville
where both are enrolled ir
Campbellsville College.

Miss Theresa Keys Becomes The Bride Of
David Lampkins In Lovely Ceremony At
Valley View Baptist Church, Louisville

The Omicron Alpha Chapter of
Tau PM Lambda will have a
salad supper at the home of Mrs.
Glenda Smith at 6:30 p.m.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Will you please tell me if it is possible
for
a woman to conceive while she's in the water. I
mean in a
pad, river or bath?
MUST KNOW

The Murray Quota Club
meet at the Southside Restauran
at noon

—A

The Baptist Women of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at ten am.at the church. A
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua H. Tabers, Sr., of Farmington Route
One,
Coldwater Community, were honored with a surprise party in potluck will be served and the
Current Missions group will meet
celebration of their silver wedding anniversary on Tuesday,
June at two pin.
15, at the home of their son and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Joshua H.
Tabers, Jr.
The couple was married on June 15, 1946, by Rev. R. A.
Wednesday, June 23
Nelson
at Sutherland Springs, Texas. Mr. Tabers is a building
Ladies Day luncheon will be
contractor.
Forty-two persons were present for the party and
OW COUplft served at 12:15 p.m. at the Oaks
ved many nice gifts.
Country Club with Mrs. Mickey
They are the parents of one son, Joshua Harbert Tabers,
Jr., of Boggess and Mrs. Richard Smith
Farmington Route One, and seven daughters, Mrs. Leroy
(Carol) as chairmen. Others serving will
Frazier of Kirksey Route Two, Misses Sandra
Jean, Deborah be Mesdames Bob Johnson, Ted
Ann, Patricia Gayle, Jennifer Helene, Donna Lynn,
and Glynis Lawson, Howard Brandon, ArSera Tabers, all of Farmington Route One. Their
grandchildren chie Simmons, Don Henry, Rob
are Norman Leroy Frazier, Jr., Edwin Otto Frazier,
and Melissa Ray Will D. Thornton, Joe Pat
Gail Tabers.
James, Robert Hendon, J. W.
Young, and Norman Lane.

Household Shower
Held At Church
For Miss Yeager

Mr. and Mrs. Joshua H. Tabers, Sr.

DEAR MUST: Net without a man.
DEAR ABBY: We had a letter from ow son today
It
was mostly full of "Who am I? . . I am me," and all
that
rot. We are getting pretty fed up with his sell-indul
gent
soul-searching. but we do want to keep in touch with him.
He says he and his girl friend [she lives in his commune)
may get married soon. He also wrote that he may "have
to"
get a job semi as they are running out of bread, and in the
meantimosppreeili
eaartlielpikein home.
Well, that raised the temperature a few degrees around
here. Two able-bodied young people should sit on the
floor
and ask, "Who am I?" while these two square old working
parents send them money.
No, I don't think so. What do you think?
LEITER FROM SON
17.1
DEAR LETTER: Parents wile subsidize kids away from
44 bane are helping these kids continue whatever it is they
are
asing—er net liming. N. parent wants his child to starve,
but
the sweet way to get a And te ears his ewe bread h te quit
sending him dough.

Mrs. J. B. Burbeen . . .

....m.,
Plwave 713-1117 eel/4-414T

Mr. and Mrs. David Lampkins

Miss Edna Yeager, bride-elect
of Reggie Coles, was honored
with a household shower held on
Friday evening, June 11, in the
fellowship hall of the Hazel
United Methodist Church.
The gracious hostesses for the
occasion were Mrs. Jim Baker,
Mrs. Tom Scruggs, and Mrs. J.
W. Jones.
The bride-elect chose to wear
for the occasion a long waisted
dress with pleated skirt in shades
of yellow and orange. She was
presented a corsage of carnations.
Prizes were won by Mrs. Joyce
Newport and Mrs. Faye Coles
who then presented them to the
honoree.
The gift table was centered
with a beautiful arrangement of
magnolias flanked by pink
candles on either side.
Refreshments of cake, punch,
and nuts were served from a
table decorated in pink. Approximately thirty persons attended or sent gifts.

The Ladies Day luncheon will Glowing candlelig
ni at the presented to her by Valley View
be served at noon at the Calloway Valley View Baptist
Church, Church.
County Country Club. Hostesses Louisville, was the impressi
ve Miss Donna Keys, sister of the
DEAR ABBY: You recently had a letter from a
Mesdame
are
s Don Tucker, A. B. setting for the wedding of
woman
Miss bride, was maid of honor. She
whose boy friend told her be was not the marrying
Crass, Dennis Taylor, Jack Theresa Keys
kind.
and David Lam- wore a floor-length pink serrano
Well, after she had lent him quite a large sum of
Belote, John Ed Scott, Robert pkins on Saturday
money be
, May 22 at dress trimmed in white rose lace.
upped and married somebody else, so she took him
to court
Hine, Dan Hutson, Maurice seven o'clock in the evening.
Bridesmaids were Miss Teresa
te pt her many back and lost the case You said, "A
Humphrey, Bill Thurman
gift is
Rev. Phil Porter, pastor of the Simpson, the bride's roomate at
just a gift, and a loan without an IOU may as well be a
gift."
Vernon Shown,
and W. A Bible Baptist Church in Camp.
Campbellsville College, and Mrs.
Abby, an IOU doesn't mean a thing if all it states
Franklin.
is
bellsville, officiated at the double Judy Lampkins, sister-in-law of
that you lent somebody a certain amount of money.
To
ring ceremony, and Lynn Jones the groom. Miss Simpson wore
Merely acknowledge a debt is NOT a promise
Mayfield Commandery No. 49
to pay. In
of Calvert City, assistant pastor yellow serrano and Mrs. labfor a note to hold up in court it has to state
Knights Templar held its
that a
to Rev. Porter, gave the wedding pkins aqua serrano. The vials
&Main amount of money must be paid to the bearer
annual Burgoo supper at Millers
The Magazine Club will meet at prayer.
of the
were made with satin ribbons and
note either on demand or by a certain date.
Farm on the Cuba Road, The home of Mrs. Dora Barnett
the Calloway Public Library at The bride is the daughter
of Mr. a daisy with centers to match the
Mayfield, on Thursday, June 17, was the scene of a household 2:30
ALABAMA LAW STUDENT
p.m. Mrs. Margaret and Mrs. James Keys
of color of the dress was attached to
at six o'clock in the evening.
shower given in honor of Miss Trevatha
n will present a slide Louisville and the groom is the
DEAR LAW STUDENT: And I 0 U a great
After the supper, a social hour Laura Todd, bride-elect of Jerry
each ribbon.
big thanks
illustrated talk on birds.
/ tor wrg!
son of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey The
was held.
Wayne Price, on Monday, June 7,
attendants
carried
Lampkins, Jr., 1306 Olive, bouquets of mixed daisies and
Attending from Murray were at two o'clock in the afternoon.
DEAR ABBY: I vowed that the next time a
Norman Klapp, Messrs and
carnations interlaced with baby's
Mrs. Barnett and Mrs. Cloia The Forestry Committee of Murray.
letter
: appeared from a widow complaining that her "friends"
The vows were exchanged breath. Ribbons on the bouquets
esdarnes
Campbel
l were the gracious Calloway County will have a
James
Tipton, Rex
have
I abandoned her, I would ask you to ask her a simple
illington, Flavil Robertson, hostesses for the bridal occasion. potluck picnic at the N. A. Young before the altar beautifully matched the colors of their
question:
I "MOB yew husband was alive, did YOU invite
bin on Blood River at five p.m. decorated with palms, a fifteen- dresses
ph Morris, Cleo Sykes, Troy
For the event the honoree
widows and
!, ether singes women to parties and dinners?
meat will be furnished by the branched candleabrum in the Miss Lisa Keys, younger states
ard, David Bogard and two chose to wear an aqua knit dress
Or did you think
of them only when your husband was out of town, or
center and three-branched of the bride,served as flower girl
nunittee.
ughters,
Alfred
and
hostesses
a
Lindsey,
' gift comae of
Jr.,
occupied
elsewhere" As far as I'm concerned, there is no more selfcandlebra on each side.
son, Doug, Bon Canter, J. B red carnations. Mrs. J. T.
Dressed in green serrano ste
Todd
Mrs. Roger Rouse, pianist from carried a white basket of row
kb or thoughtless group of parsons than married women
Ramsey, Guthrie Churchill, Bob mother of the honoree, and nun.
Friday, June 25
Campbellsville, presented a petals trimmed with daisies.
whim it mom to unattached women. But with unattache
• 11, and Aubrey Marr.
Elmore Price of Big Sandy,
d
MEN, thllelLa different story—At "extra" Mel is always
Tenn., mother of the groom-elect, The wiener roast and swim program of nuptial music in- Best man was William Shoot.
welcome.
The rise in farmly income is- wm _presented hostesses' gift party for junior high members cluding "Because," "I Love you Don, Danny, and Dean Lampkins
a factor influencing the growth mrsages of white carnations
PLEASE tell widows and other single women to forget
will he held from four to seven Truly" and the traditional served as ushers. Each of the
of personal care electric; -about married friends, became-they have certainly forgotten
The honoree opened her many p.m. at the Calloway County wedding marches for the men wore a white rose boutonappliances such as water picks, gifts which had been placed
about HER.
HAD IT IN HARTFORD
on a Country Club. Each member processional and recessional. Mr. niere on his coat.
dectric scrubbers for nails, table overlaid with a
may invite one guest. A charge of Rouse sang "I Love Thee," "I'll The bride's mother wore a pink
white
linen
What's your problem? Yeall feel better if you get it elf
electric facial saunas and eke- loth and centered
25
cents per person will be made. Walk Beside Thee," and crepe dress with long sleeves and
with
a
bride
tric hair curlers.
year ebest. Write te ABBY. Bei Week LOS Asides. CaL
loll.
a blue sleeveless coat. The
Hostesses are Mesdames Tommy "Wedding Prayer."
WM. Per a perms& resits, metes, simmered.
Bride's Dress
addressed
***
groom's mother was attired in a THE CAPE LOOK — The
Refreshments
Taylor, Bill Holt, Joe Dick, John
of
cakes
envelope.
Escorted by her father, the pink lace ensemble. Pink roses cotton coat for spring and
decorated with yellow flowers, Gregory, Sal Matarrazzo, Junior
summer takes on added vent
Never leave children alone punch,
mints, and nuts were Garrison, and John Pasco. bride was given in marriage by were used for their corsages.
satility with
with a washer or dryer that is
Fee Abby's booklet. "Hew S. Have a Lovely Wedding."
her parents. Wearing a mantilla The register was kept by Miss cape for quick a detachable'
served frorn a table overlaid with Members note change in date.
-change artisi
in operation
mad $i te Abby. Bee 111706, Les Angeles, Cal. NNW
viel and floor-length white gown, Nelda Webb.
a white cloth and centered with a
try. In a jacquard weave, the
she carried a bouquet of white
coat is detailed with epauyellow floral arrangement
Reception
roses and carnations as well as a The reception was held in the lets, wooden buttons, and a
flanked by yellow candles.
Saturday, June ni
round belt buckle. By Miss
white Bible that had been church's Fellowship Hall.
The guests signed the bride's
Gallery.
book at the table covered with a The June Julep (Open) Dance
white lace cloth centered with a will be held at the Calloway
yellow candle in a white candle County Country Club from nine
holder.
p.m. to one a.m. The dress will
Approximately forty-three be casual and the charge will be
persons were present or sent ss.so per couple. For reservations
gifts
call Mrs. George Waldrop 75393911 or Mrs. John Gregory 75311396. Dr. and Mrs. Hal Houston
the dance.
are chairmen of
Others on the committee are
Mr.and Mrs. Ronnie Newberry
Messrs and Mesdames George
of Almo Route One are the
Waldrop, Gene Landolt, John
parents of a baby girl, Kimberly
Gregory, Bobby Nix Crawford,
Lynn, weighing eight pounds 5ki
Freed Cotharn, Ron Christopher,
ounces, born on Thursday, June
Z. C. Enix, 0. B. Boom, James
17, at the Murray-Calloway Count
Lassiter, and Ginclea Wilms
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Sunday, Awe 27
Hubert Newberry of Almo and
Mr. and Mrs. James Clifton
Wilkerson of Murray Route Two.
The annual homecoming will
Great grandparents are Bascon
Wilkerson of Murray, Mrs. Mary be held at the Palestine United
Starks of Almo,and Mrs. Maggie Methodist Church.
BLACKWOOD SIPIOdltS — The 1114eckeveod
Newberry of Murray Route Two
Advance tickets for the skiing an
now on
Broth•rs and Blackwood Sinews, from
Ohio, where they attended the
sale, and may be purchased at the Tosh
Nashville, win be In Mayfield, Saturday,
funeral of their uncle, Dr. Milan
This advertisement published by the Ledger & Times ikthe
Shop, Anderson Sunoco, Wilson News
Juno 26, at 7:30 p.m. for a Gospel
interest of
Fuller. Dr. Fuller was a graduate
Stand, Business and Professional Woman's
The benefits from the singing nit, to to the
Ledger & Times newspaper boys and Post Office Letter Carriers.
Clubs, and Leon Culpepper at the Liberty
of the University of Cincinnati, an
J. U. Krill Foundation. The *toastmasters
Mrs. Wayne Hardie and Carl officer in World War I, and
Sevin bank. Tickets ere $2 for adults. and
Club of Mayfield and the Merit Twenty Veer
and Kathryn Hardie have Practiced veterinary medicine in
seventy-five cents for children. Pictured here
Club will be sponsors for the Singing.
returned from Strongsville, Strongsville for fifty-three years.
are the Blackwood Singers.

Burgoo Supper Is
Held On Thursday
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Miss Laura Todd
Honored At Shower
At Barnett Home
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1 peeks through a
!, Angeles. It fits o
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Crossword I
ACROSS
2 Showed
C concern
.4 Trite
11 Buccaneer
12 South
American
animals
14 in music,
high
15 Titles
17 Affirmative
vote
18 Chinese mile
2.9 Sun umbrella
21 Babylonian
deity
22 Entices
24 Exists
25 Organs of
hearing
27 Cry of cow
28 Preposition
29 Shield
30 Uttered words
indistinctly
33 Animal's coat
34 Indefinite
article
35 Man's
nickname
37 Ascend
Three-toed
sloth
39 More unusual
41 Bone
42 Signetories
45 Rteflx: with
46 Devoured
48 Experience
49 Suitable,
50 Conduct
52 Swimmer*
54 Woodworldng
machine
55 Worship
DOWN
1 Eyelash
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4
3
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5 Loved one
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hr
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Let's Make This. ..

House Number Week
If you do not know your house number call
the City Clerk, 753-1221.

FBIRTHSj

You can buy your house numbers at one of the following:

AREN'T YO
GOING TO
THE MASK

PARTY?
}

* BIG K * MURRAY SUPPLY * OTASCO

* ROSES * KUHN'S * UNCLE JEFF'S
* BEALE HARDWARE

Peitaimah,

—
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The Happy Yellow Store's

MID-YEAR CLEARANCE
IN PROGRESS
"NEED WE SAY MORE"
.••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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GOOD NEWS TODAY

Boys support
strike-out queen

Tte

'er
lie

lid
ie.
tid
in,
ay
ng
as

By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service

a

r,
I.
FOR THE CAR THAT HAS EVERYTHING
— Can Carnot
peeks through a new Car Bra being
•.Angeles. It fits on the front of sportsintroduced in Los
cars and protects
e.
against bugs, tar and the like.

a

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Showed
concern
6 Trite
11 Buccaneer
12 South
American
animals
14 In music,
high
15 Titles
17 Affirmative
vote
18 Chinese mile
39 Sun umbrella
21 Babylonian
deity
22 Entices
24 Exists
25 Organs of
hearing
27 Cry of cow
28 Preposition
29 Shield
30 Uttered words
Indistinctly
33 Animal's coat
34 Indefinite
article
35 Man's
nickname
37 Ascend
)8 Three-toed
1 sloth
39 More unusual
41 Bone
42 Signatories
45 "Obi: with
46 Devoured
48 Experience
49 Suitable
50 Conduct
52 SWTRITIIIIS
54 Woodworking
machine
55 Worship

a

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5

Eyelash
Skill
Sun god
Small stores
Loved one

6 Consecrate
7 In addition
8 A continent
(abbr.)
9 Wine cup
10 Strata
11 Become
insipid
1.3 Oceans
16 Sustains
19 Nations
20 Inscriptions
on medals
23 Flowers
26 Helped
28 Pronoun
29 Teutonic
deity
31 Guido's low
note
32 Printer's
measure
33 Ovule-bearing
organ of a seed
plant
36 Determine

Answer to Yesteroay s PutczW

00000 0M000
M00000 0E0000
OM 0300
MEIMM
00M 00000 000
pone 00000 DO
MOM 0000000
00110 OMEM
0000300 puma
00 001130 OMOM
000 0=00 000
03M0
3000 03
00M00M 3110000
00000 00000
2%

37 Highway
38 Semi-precious
stone
39 Mountain
nymph
40 Decays
43 Constant
Irritating
desire

4-4 Sicilian
volcano
47 Period of
time
49 Distant
51 Latin
conjunction
53 Maiden love,
by Zeus
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Pushed By Auto Dealers Federal Odometer Law

FRANICFORT—Congreas
is Company of Frankfort, said tha . —Pr°vicie a method of car-'theft and assure cat
owners and
debating a tough federal law, the odometer legislation, which
long sought by franchised new Pending before the U. S. Senate
a
' ri
I .
car dealers, to outlaw setting Commerce Committee, will:
Bid..Ask
Citizens Security U Securities Quotes
—make it illegal to disconnect,
back or disconnecting motor
3 3%
Convenient Ind
vehicle odometers, the National alter or reset an odometer, or
6% 6%
Interstate Campgrounds
Automobile
2 2%
a
Dealers operate a vehicle with
Investors Heritage
customer can register with the Association's Director for disconnected odometer with
5% 6%
Intent to defraud:
International Luggage Regis- Kentucky said today.
Jerrico
8% I%
try at Reno, Nev. The subKy. Central LI
7% 7%
—prohibit
sale
or
use
"Car
of any
buyers as well as
scriber will receive special lugKy.Investors
3 3%
device
to change odometer
gage labels which can be automobile dealers rely greatly
Liquid Transporters
5% 5%
-read" by a computer. If he on odometer readings to deter- mileage, except for purposes of
Natl. Chem. Corp.
7 7%
loses a piece of luggage he can mine a vehicle's fair value," Sam legitimate repair;
West Ky. Gas
17 18
H.M. Perry
call the registry and the com- Bodes of Frankfort said in a
1302 Olive Blvd. Murray, Ky. Phone 753-4814
puter will flash an alert to all statement here. NADA and the —permit legitimate odometer
nearby airports, bus terminals new car dealers of Kentucky, service, repair or replacement as
and railway stations,typing out Bodes declared, strongly back long as the mileage reading
a description of the luggage odometer legislation to give car remains the same; however, if
this is impossible, a noticemust
and the label on it for a quick cuyers assurance that a
vehicle's be posted in the vehicle
that the
matchup. The system can use odometer reading
represents mileage has been reset
teletype equipment already in- actuai mileage.
to zero,
together with the date of repair
stalled at travel terminals.
Soden said that a federal law is and mileage at that time, an
Then there's a new computer
process to project a three-di- needed to give consumers and ownership
At Your
of a vehicle is tranmensional image of the heart dealers uniform protection in sferred.
on a display screen to. detect every state. Cars are traded back
The NADA Director said that
heart disease.
and forth across state lines, he
Congress also is considering
Developed by the National explained, and buyers in states vehicle registration and Wiling
Aeronautics and Space Admin- with strong odometer laws legislation endorsed by car
istration as part of its space presently have no assurance that dealers. The measure would
medicine program, the com- cars brought in from other states establish a uniform nationawi
de
puter allows doctors to "walk have accurate mileage readings. program for state motor
vehicle
Roden, who is President of registration
around" the isolated beating
and title cerheart, viewing it from any Boden Oldsmobile-Cadillac tification,
he said, to deter auto
amnegnitesto detect and identify ail-

In these days of charges and
counterassertions that people
don't stand up for each other
anymore and often are
prejudiced, some preteen-age
kids in Seattle are setting a refreshing example of how things
could get better.
Tammy McGrath of Seattle
is 12 years old. She pitched for a
baseball team in the Bronco
League and mowed down the
opposition several times before
somebody found out that under
that baseball cap was a crop of
girlish curls.
Well, that set the Bronco
League rules committee's
wheels in motion. There was
some kind of rule that girls
aren't eligible to play in the
Bronco League, even if the'
are strike-out queens.
But the tikes — 10 to 12 years
old — who had been playing on
the team with Tammy rose up.
To a boy they claimed Tammy
should be allowed to play, beThe "televised" heart action
cause she pitched better than
most of the boys and In one can be transmitted to doctors
game struck out seven batters, at considerable distances by
got two hits out of four times at ordinary telephone lines and
then re-created on a screen. A
By REEVE RF.NNION
bat and drove in three runs.
It doesn't much matter what NASA scientific team still is
HILO,
Hawaii(UN)— Most
the rules committee decides. putting the finishing touches on visitors to Hawaii stay at the
the
computeri
zed
system.
Tammy says she's going to besame hotels, take the same
come an Olympic swimming
tours and see the same sights.
champion, not a ball player,
But there's a fast-growing
anyway. But she was delighted
alternative for the visitor who
wants something different from
over the support that came
from the boys.
A surprising 26.4 per cent of his Hawaiian vacation—renting
a camper.
"I'm sure glad they want me regular airline travelers
select
around," she says. "I try hard, an airline on
Hawaii has a fine parks systhe basis of its
tem, and
but I walk a lot of batters." Her food. They'll even
juggle their Neighbor particularly-on thecoach, Frank Kelty, says Tam- schedules in order
Islands, excellent
to get on an camping
my is "great." But he agrees airline whose
sites—parks on beautifood they liked on ful
that the best part of this whole the last trip.
beaches with showers, electricity and cooking facilities.
episode is the way the kids
The favorite menu with the
But it is difficult to bring a lot
stood up for Tarruny.
men is their favorite off the
of camping gear from the main"We adults could learn a airlines,
too: steak, potatoes
good lesson from that," says and
land.
dessert. The women wish
Kelty. "And I hope some of us
In the last couple of years,
the airlines would offer a diet
do."
a number of firms have begun
dinner.
They hate to leave all
*
*
*
offering rental campers, vans
those potatoes and desserts on
The poor computer, which
and motor homes, complete
the
tray
and
see
them
go
to
has been taking a beating rewith bedding, kitchen necessiwaste.
cently for such stunts as rebillties, and even small barbecues
ing folks after they've paid up
and games
anto play.
and befouling election returns,
WORTH REPEATING
There is plenty of driving to
still has a few friends.
The rule of carving holds be done
plenty of beschea
Frank Bender, a Nevada good as to criticism; never auk_ to rot.tti wpaalab on the
Ilene 'of Hawaii.
businessman, for example, with a knife what you can cut lisite's
trips around that island
says he has devised a computer with a spoon.
usually run about 500 miles,
-system for tracing luggage that
and veteran
camper-tourists
goes off in all the wrong direcROYAL YACHT
recommend a stay of up to a
tions. He insists the system can
The cost of the Royal Yacht week
(longer if you want to
match up owner and luggage in Britannia, 5,111 tons, since she
a matter of minutes, regardless entered service in 1954 has been camp at each place more than
of how far the bags have about $20.4 million. The yacht one night).
The current camper boom
strayed.
cost $5 million to build.
For a few dollars a year, a
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Hawaii by camper
best of both worlds
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of food on travelers
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started by a former
Honolulu newspaperman,
Gordon Morse, who now oper•ates Hot° Holo U-Drive in Hilo
with branches on Maui and
Kauai. As a reporter and photographer, he often covered volcano eruptions on the "big
island."
"The 1960 eruption at
Kvoho lasted 36 days," he
said. "I got so tired of sleeping
with my kgi doubled up (in a
rented car)! bought a camper."
When he was not using it,
he rented it to others and later
began expanding his fleet.
What s there to do? Traveling by camper and staying in
nearby parks makes it a simple
matter to go where no tour
buses go—to see lava flowing at
the base of Kilauea volcano,
to visit the southernmost point
in the United States, to watch
fishing in the traditional
Hawaiian manner at a picturesque village five miles down a
narrow woad from the main
hIR
Or drive into the parking
lot at such famed resorts as the
Mauna Kea Beach Hotel for
lunch or a round of golf.
And when you're tired of
touring, pick a beach miles
from the nearest
and
even farther fromtelephonetnearest
hotel, and just relax.
WY
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IRS Says Some Employees
May Need More Withheld
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president.
on dark paint to achieve a very effect with the first coat, she can
any car in its class
3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
look. Raw sienna and yellow try again. The entire glaze can
old
FUGITIVE SNARE
ochre produce a golden tone. If a
Cole Slaw, Rolls
washed off with turpentine
ST. ALBANS, England ( UPI) frost antique finish is desired, a be
has dried and another
it
before
Colton.
Bob
owner
-Pet shop
white enamel undercoat is used coat applied with a slightly difCOLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE
has offered a one pound ($2.40) instead of umber.
.
formula
ferent
tworeward to the finder of a
Miss Bartlett gives this recipe
county Extension agent in
foot non-poisonous makes which for antique glaze. Combine three Youreconomics can give you
home
parcels
railway
the
escaped in
detailed information on
tablespoons of turpentine and one
806 Coldwater Road
Phone 753-7101
office. Police helped round up and one half teaspoons of raw more
12th' & Sycamore
I
antiquing.
five others.

FOR SA

Swede tests new
antipollution device

Burton fights_
orecamera

Sod Webworms Can
Damage Your Lawn

6

Antiquing Can Lend
Furniture Elegance

WALLIS DRUG

SPECIAL

THIS IS OUR J.AST
AMBASSADOR DEMONSTRATOR

11 a.m.-2 p.m.
This Week Only!

Mr1111.111:1r)

ALL DAY THURSDAY

„
9
9

Reg. Box
'1.25 Value

99

THIS IS GOING AT A LOW
DISCOUNT PRICE

CAIN & TREAS MOTOR SALES

On June 26, at
Board of Edu
highest bidder
items of equip
-1958 Ch
-1958 I i
-1959 In
-1962 Ch
-1963C.
-1964C
-1947 For
-Portable
Chrysler
These busses a
sold "as is."
Education reserve
1
1
1
4
3
-31
1

REGISTERED IRI
pups. Excellent 0'0
753-3309 after 6:00 p.m.

ALUMINU
SHEETS
23"x 35"
Perfect for
roofing or sidi
barns
or underpinn
trailers.

25' Each

Ledger&Ti
10:55 Trailers,
.rr:tha
0
m,both priced rea
cellent condition.
Combo organ.
-4240.

I

D COLOR Sylvania
Beautiful picture.
477.00. Bilbrey's, 210 E
Main.

SHOP MONTGOMERY
air conditioners, fr
refrigerators, lawn
tires. Just a few of the
of items available
Ward's catalogs. 510 Ma
753-1986.
GUN SALE!! All f'
reduced. $114.95 W'
Slide action 12 gaug
$39.77. Bilbrey's, 210
Main.
SPORTSMENS PARADI
fishing, baseball and
items at Wall to Wall Sale
Bilbrey's, 210 East Main.
10Y POODLES,black a
Chinchillas, $15.00 ear
equipment. Phone 7531962.
EXCELLENT, effi
economical, Blue Lustre
cleaner. Rent electric
$1 Big K.

Katmai,Fria Citicket•

s

No Lay-Away

HOE SALFreEe!!!
2OneFPaiOr AtRReg1ulaS
r Price—Get Second Pair

Buy
No Exchange
No Refunds

This offer includes Men's Women's and Childrens' Shoes!
You can mix them when btr;ing, so bring the whole family!

FAMILY SHOE STORE

510 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky
Glen C. Wooden, Owner
Open Friday Till 8 p.m.

All
New Fresh
Nationally
Advertised
Merchandise

COUNTER HE
Original Pri

'751.50

‘.•

•-••••••••••••Jwor
0-411•-••••••••

-----
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get the job done
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

WANTED TO BUY
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
SERVICES OFFERED
HELP WANTED
WANT TO BUY good used por-"
RENTING TRAILER space EXPERIENCED
Isle- table
WAITRES;
sewing
machine. FURNITURE REFINISHING. cramped
? $25.00 down, $25.00 part time, 11:00 a.m.till 2:00
1TP Reasonable. Phone 753All work guaranteed. Free pick- month can put you on your
own week days. No week ends. Yonne
9427.
10:40 MOBILE HOME; one
TFNC up and delivery. Free estimate. lot. 100'x250',
RIDING LAWN mower, food
city water, own man for part time kitchen work
bedroom plus fold-out room,
Antique or natural finish. Jerry pavement, close in. Phone
condition. Priced reasOnithleOn June 26, at 9:30 A.M., the Calloway County
753- experienced"preferred, will traix
WANT TO BUY; logs and
large living area. Phone 753McCoy,753-3045.
Phone 753-3593 or see at 301 South
July16C 3745, or 753-5713.
J26C if you are willing to learn. Must
standing
5788.
timber.
Also have for
J22P 8th Street.
Board of Education will offer for sale to the
J24C 'sale lumber and sawdust.
be free to work weekends. No
ONE OF the very nicest houses in phone calls.
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber DOZER WORK; back
GOOD USED television rotor.
Apply in peKoan,
highest bidder the following school busses and
hoe ser• Murray,
AIR CONDONER 13,000 STU.
located on a large shady Colonial House Smorgasbord.
Co.Phone 753-4147.
Leaving town. Call before Will
TFC vice; septic tank cleaning; septic
Dell or trade for two small
items of equipment:
Thursday, 753-4742.
tank installation. Gene Steely, 901 lot in Sherwood Forest Sub- *Ilse
J22C units. Phone 753-6825.
J24C 'WANT Ti) BUY one used 20 inch Story,
Murray, Ky., Phone 753- division. Has 4 bedrooms, 3
boy's bicycle. Phone 492baths, study, large recreation COLLEGE GIRLS; high schoqr
7850.
TWO ALMOST new beauty shop
July17C room with
1971 HONDA, $725.00. Contact 8683.
sync
fire-place, large living girls; four full or part time'
hair
dryers, chair type. Phone
1 -1958 Chevrolet Bus,
Freeland Pierce at 489-2508. J24P
No
experienca
room,
dining
48 passenger
area, two car openings.
753-1238.
J22C
WANTS TO BUY double bed. FOR ALL your home alterations, garage, many
other nice necessary, we train. Eocene*,
1 -1958 Dodge Bus,
60 passenger
BLACK & WHITE 24 inch Phone 753-5721 after 6:00 p.m.- remodeling, etc. Free Estimates. features. Must be seen to ap
For interview apt
ap- CHILD'S SWING set, one month
Phone 753-6123.
June30C preciate. Will consider any pointment call 75371711 or 7W
television, $30.00. Ironright J22C
1 -1959 International Bus, 60 passenger
old, new condition. Phone 437Ironer, $30.00. Both in good
9745.
reasonable bid.
J2Sla
4171 or 527-7168.
.17/P condition.
Phone 753-9385. J24C
4 -1962 Chevrolet Busses, 48 passenger
3 Bedroom brick with 2 baths on
FOR RENT
Catalina. This house is only 3 WANTED: HOUSEKEEPER
3 -1963 Chevrolet Busses, 48 passenger
years old, in good Tondition, and do household chores and care
NEW TWO bedroom duplex
fie
is vacant. Possession with the month-old baby, Monday
et Your VHF and-UHF - ---Opartment. Central heat and a ,
throu*
--.- -3.
•1964 Chevrolet Busses, 48 passenger
deed. This house is priced less Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 3:00
carpet, $130.00 per month. Phone
pai/.;
than $20,000.00.
753-7850.
1 -1947 Ford Truck,
beginning in mid-August. Muit bp,
TFC
11
/
2-Ton Flatbed
We have 3other 3 bedroom bricks healthy and reliable.
Ow&
1 -Portable Electric Welder with 6-cylinder
listed less than $20,000.00 if in- transportation desirable.
C
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
terested in cheaper brick home, 753-4020.
TP
duplex apartment. Mature adults
Chrysler Engine
Roberts Realty is the place to
only. Phone 753-2660.
TFC
look.
AMBITIOUS PERSON-Needs
These busses and items of equipment will be
401 Maple St.
We have listed a 135 acre farm due to expansion.
753-3642
Serve cask
ONE BEDR004 furnished
with extra nice 3 bedroom home. sumers with Rawleigh
sold "as is." The Calloway County Board of
Products
apartment. Air-conditioned.
The house has central heat and full or spare time. Can earn
$125
Close
to
campus. Couples or
reserves the right to reject any or all bids.
air-conditioning, carpeted, fire- per week or more. Write giving
mature adults only. Phone 753- DOES YOUR house look DRAB? place. The farm has over 70
acres phone No.: Ray Harris, Rawleigq:
9135 or 753-4478.
J25C Brighten up inside or out with a of good crop land. Has 24 acre Co., Freeport, Minois or
call BIS:,
professional paint job. Weekdays corn base, fair
fences, good well. 232-4161 between 8 and 4:30. J24C
HOUSEH
after
OLD
5
p.m 753-9382 or 753-4131. On paved road. A city home
REGISTERED IRISH Setter
ONE BEDROOM apartment,
FURNITURE;
in the
pups. Excellent pedigree. Phone dining room, living room,
furnished. Air-conditioned, water FREE ESTIMATES.
J23P country.
WANTED: BOY OR girl to do oda,
bedroom
,
753-3509 after 6:00 p.m.
refriger
&
ator,
sewer
paid.
comAvailable
now.
J23C
We have just listed a house on jobs. Contact
Ruth Lowe at
WANTED
:
bination washer-dryer. Many
ODD
jobs
to
finance
Phone 753-9741.
J25C
South 10th Street with 2 apart- National Hotel till 3:00
p.m., Jun.
education, no jobs refused, wages
From The
items. 809 Doran Road. Call 753ments on a large shady lot and is 22nd.
111Px•
671111atter 5:00 p.m.
J22C priced at only $9,000.00.
UNFURNISHED DUPLEX; open. Call 753-9828.
J22C
,ttie
-- central beat-anctalf,-carpelth.
We have just listed 2 very nice
Married couple,accept one child. 4MININNIIIN11111111111=11111111116. lots in Panorama Shores SubWHEATSTRAW-Pima CRBARBER division.
431111.
Available July 1. No pets. Phone HORNBUCKLE'S
Shop,open 3:00 p.m.- 10:00 p.m. We
Central Shopping Center
753-9741.
have a large year around
J25C
Tuesday
through
Fridiay. home at Johnny Reed Cove. Has
91 INTERNATIONAL COM
Eaturday, 11:00 8 7:00. Closed
Phone 753-5865
SINE,good condition. Phone 492electric ceiling heat, 2 baths, wall
TWO BEDROOM house, five Monday. Boy's haircut,
754.. to wall carpet in 3
8374.
J22C
rooms.
rooms. If interested phone 753- Men's haircut, $1.00.
OPEN TIL 8:00 EVERY NIGHT
Perfect for
Hornview
of lake.
4304 or come by and see Mrs. Ray buckle's Barber Shop, 213 Spruce Beautiful
Possession with deed.
SWEETHEART ! PLEASE come
-Cable at 500 Broad.
J23C Street. Phone 753-7742.
roofing or siding
TFNC You will always save
home. You can have new BEFORE LEAVING on vacation, ALUMINUM TRAILER, apmoney by
Goodyear Tires at sale prices clean those carpets with Blue proximately 18'x19'. Ideal for TRAILE
By appointment also shopping at Roberts Realty for
barns
R
SPACES
at
Kentucky
Lustre and rent a new shampooer' campers, hunters, fishermen,
all your Real Estate Needs. We
from Bilbrey's. Love you,
or Lake Development near New
or underpinning
phone 753-7742
Honey.
are Members of Multiple listing
J23C $1.00. Western Auto, Home of lake lots. Phone 492-8354. TFNC Concord on the lake. Contact
"The Wishing Well."
and will be glad to show you all
J23C
Ruth Lowe at division No. 3,
trailers.
HONEY!I'LL be home if you add
listed real estate. Call Hoyt or
ALL METAL bed, cheap. Phone Kentucky Lake Developa .new -push- button 20 inch sale REGISTERED-CHINESE Pop, 753-7231.
ILL BABY-SIT for small Ray Roberts,753-1661 or come by
J10lonent.
priced breeze box fan from 6 weeks old. Dewormed. One
We are
children on weekdays in daytime !gildWit:intals"etk
ys
Bilbrey's in addition to Goodyear black and three fawn. Phone 753- FRIGIDAIRE
Real
That
in my home. Phone 474-2247 a
ter
jfuc
our Exclusive Business.
Tires. Love,Sweetheart.
CARD OF THANKS
400p.m.
lit
J23C 7238.
J23C REFRIGERATOR. See at 907
Vine Street.
J24C
May
we
take
SEVEN
this
opportuni
ROOM house a
ty to
tfc
FOR LEASE
thank those who helped in such a
acreage. One mile out of Murray.
thoughtful way during the illness
Phone 436-2173.
TFC
lex55 Trailers, both two
FORESEAS DOOM - Dr:'4°
and death of our aunt, Maude LOT FOR LEASE, large display
.•
m,both priced reasonable.
AUTOS FOR SALE
Jacques Piccard, the un-,":,
Walker. We especially thank her lot, next to Holiday Inn on Hwy
Have
you
seen
a
camper
cellent condition.
or
topper that was ALMOST what you wanted?
Also
neighbors who were so kind and 641 South is for lease. This lot has 1966 FORD FAIRLANE 500, 2 dersea diving expert, looks':
maha Combo organ. Phone
But you really wished that it was 2 or 3 inches taller or shorter,
over $1500.00 worth of im- door hardtop,8 cylinder, straight pensive before the Senate".,‘
thoughtful.
J24C
provements on it, this lot will be shift with overdrive Blue grey, Air and Water Pollutioi1t41
or a different color with larger windows.
Hollis Walker
.
leased on a first come first served black top. Phone 474-2323. J23P Subcommittee in Washing-"'M
Mrs.
Edward
Curd
D COLOR Sylvania console
ton, where he said that if-V.
Wish no more . . . We CUSTOM BUILD to fit your needs. If you are
basis. For information call 753Mrs. John Brinkley
. Beautiful picture. Reduced to
willing
WRECKER 1971 Chevrolet ocean dumping continue1z4
3640.
J28C
1TP
77.00. Bilbrey's,210 East
to wait 3 days to a week, you can have EXACTLY what you want!
:
factory demonstrator. A. C. 615- at the present rate the,
Main.
J23C
325-2857.
J22P "suffocation of mankind'.'
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
could come in 30-50 years.‘.:4
SHOP MONTGOMERY Ward for
.1863 VOLKSWAGEN,clean good
or;
air conditioners, freezers,
condition. Phone 753-29F1. J23NC
refrigerators, lawn mowers,
"WHERE QUALITY COSTS LESS"
tires. Just a few of the thousands
1968 GMC '4 TON truck with
i
•;-:.‘
of items available through
camper shell. Also 1957 Cadillac. a
•-'
•
•
2
miles
Ward's catalogs. 510 Main. Phone
South of Murray on 641
Both in good condition. Phone
753-3600
tPifl
fi
753-1966.
TFC
753-7349.
J22P
753-6583
I •
• 1968

FOR SALE

BONNEVILLE Triumph 650.
Phone 753-9355.
J25NC NINE WEANING Digs
Phone 435-4317.

Ni.m•N•mm.m.m.m•N•mmNommdillr

G

Color Vector
Antennas

Hughes Point
Store

kducation

ALUMINUM
SHEETS

TV-SERVICE CENTER

23"x35"

I

25 Each

Ledger &Times

PICKUP TRUCK CAMPERS

roo
t

BRANDON'S CAMPERS

BLUEPRINT
-- FILE
5-Drawer
Unit

GUN SALE!! All firearms
reduced. $114.95 Winchester 1200
Slide action
12 gauge-Now!
$89.77. Bilbrey's, 210 East
Main.
J23C

10x55 MONARCH Mobile home, PENTA TREATE
D lumber. REGISTERED ARC Dachshund
furnished, carpeted, has washer Resistant to rot
and termites. puppy. Phone 753-2777 after 5:0C
and air conditioner, city gas, 2 Ideal for boat
docks and any p.m.
TFC
miles from campus Phone 753- weather exposed
uses. Murray
6569
TFC Lumber Co., Maple Street,
1969 HONDA 175 motor cycle
19b9b041 IttiLTMPri motor Cycle, Murray, Ky
ITC Good condition. Phone 753-1325
SPORTSMENS PARADISE!! All like new,low
nilleage. Phone 753after 5:00 p.m.
J28C
fishing, baseball and hunting '043from 7:00 till
5:30, or 7534428 ADULT'S WHEEL chair, like
items at Wall to Wall Sale Prices. after 5:30.
new.
See
Vernon Butterworth or PORT-A-CRIB, like new,
J23C
with
Bilbrey's, 210 East Main.
J23C
call 753-5544.
J24P Mattress and bumper pad all for
TWO FEMALE ARC Registered
$20.00. Call 753-3079.
10Y POODLES,black and white. German Shepherd puppies. 1611 SIX
J24C
COWS and calves, two
Chinchillas, $15.00 each and Miller Ave. Phone 753-9978.
J23P steers, one heifer, one registered ARC FIELD
and trail Registered
equipment. Phone 753TWO IRON support columns, one bull, all Black Angus. Phone 753- Irish Setter pups. Phone
753-3509
June24e.
1862.
corner and one flat, 10"x8'ir9". 4418.
J24C after 6:00p.m.
July6C
EXCELLENT, efficient, Four sets of wood shutters, three
economical, Blue Lustre carpet sets; 12"x39", one set 10"x60", 1971 YAMAHA 125; take over BABY BED with mattress
Like
cleaner. Rent electric shampooer outside porch shade, wood slats, payments or pay cash. Phone 474- new. Scarcely used. Phone 7532378.
$1. Big K.
J26C 8'x8'. Phone 7534495.
J24C 2623.
J22C
J24C
REGISTERED
POLLED
hereford bull. Sixteen months
old. Top blood line. See Hewlett
Cooper or call 753-3336 after 5:00
p.m.
J24P
MASONARY BLOCK cabin on
Blood
River.
Formins
Development, sell with small
down payment. Lowell King.
Phone 753-3810.
J281C
FOR SALE OK TRADE

SLIDING DOOR UNITS
shelves

2914" wide. 25'' deep, adjustable on 2" centers.

COUNTER HEIGHT SLIDING DOOR 3-CABINET UNIT
Original Price

'751 •50

with Coletex Top, Cole Grey Color
See At

LEDGER & TIMES
103 North 4th Street

NOW

'425.00

WILL SELL or trade International dozer, "A" class
condition with tilt trailer. $1800 00
-firm. ALs6; house, all electric and
two lots, 1001200, two miles from
Murray. City water, landscaped
$14,500 00. Will also trade for,late
model pick-up, etc. Phone 7538548
J26C
WANTED TO RENT
WANT TO RENT; smaller rause
on the outskirts of town or in the
country. Phone 753-2623
I2.1NC

Color:
Desert Sand
40-3/8x15-%x28-3/8
Original Price

'196.15

NOW!
See At

'110.00

LEDGER & TIMES
103 North Fourth Street

0000 .111$14.

1J

,

6-

1960 CHEVROLET pick up with
30 inch topper, $425.00. Phone 7539974 after 5:00p.m.
J24C

•

•

•

• •0 • •

by Clark Kinnaird.

1970 PLYMOUTH G.T.X. Excellent condition. Phone 4892479.
J24P
1970 MACH I Mustang., fully
equipped. Air-conditioned,
automatic, power steering and
brakes. Take over payments.
Phone 767-4306.
J28P

tt
:k
S.
55

1969 NOVA 3-speed, two door
hardtop. Vinyl roof, 307. Will sell
or trade for newer car. Phone 7539269 after 5:00p.m.
TFNC
:1

ALL 1972 MODEL TVs
WILL BE HERE IN AUGUST!!
1972 MODEL PORTABLES
ARE HERE NOW!!

All 1971 Model
Merchandise On Sale
at a Great Reduction!

TV SERVICE
CENTER
Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-5865
Open Til 8:00 Every Night

NOTICE
MOBILE HOME & boat insurance. Broad coverage. Low
rates. Excellent claim service.
See us before you buy. Galloway
Insurance & Real Estate Agency.
Phone 753-5842.
Julv7C
OVERWEIGHT? WEIOHT Loss
guaranteed or your money back.
Phone Shapemakers,7532962.
July13C

ILEcrooLux

SALES & Service, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farmington,Kentucky.
June29NC
LENA FLOOD is now working at
Pat's Beauty Shop at 313
Woodlawn on Thursday, Friday
and Saturday. Phone 753-5778 for
an appointment.
J23C

NOTICE
If you do not receive your
paper by six p.m. call 7539269 between 6:00 and 6:30
p.m.

.•;
••

QOME ANTIQUES can
displayed in a utilltaride
way. For example: Picturesq4e,
old shaving mugs as cups f
terrace breakfasts. They kee
coffee. hot in the open air. •
The grand old brass or co
per anOque bed-warmer, wi
Its tong handle removed, h
been used as a super serv
for,buttered popcorn or. igno!riti
ly, as a giant ashtray f411%_
careless smokers of pipi.9
cigars and cigarettes.
Bed-warmers, or warmin'••••
pans, were meant to be fill
with hot ashes from a dos
stairs fireplace to treat da
or cold bed linens in the g
erally un-heated sleeping ro
In olden times. A famous N
England merchant, "Lor
Timothy Dexter. amassed
fortune by such ventureso
devices as selling consignmc
of warming-pans in the W
Indies as sugar-k,
:ttle sk
mars.

it-ws".011rfts.
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Reading Conference Seen & Heard ...
(Cannoned from Page 1)
To Be Held At MSU showered on the person rather

icsalimed trona Past 1)
"History of Our National
on
Kentucky
than
on
his
Children:
'West
addevements.
•
Their Right to Read" is the
Colors."
Mrs. Henry (Bernice) Turner
At the business session, new
theme for a summer reading The article goes on to point out
conference to be held at Murray William Shockley, John Bardeen of 107 South 14th Street, Murray, state officers elected were:
Registration for the third
and Walter Brattain were 38,40 passed away Monday at 5:20 pan. President, Mrs. Jo Stratton,
State University this week.
annual Creative Writing Work- Scheduled Tuesday through and 48
at the Murray-Calloway County Frankfort; Mrs. Lucille Pars,
respectively when they
shop directed by Kentucky
Thursday, June 22-24, in the Invented the transister in 1948. Hospital, where she had been a president-elect, Covington; viceauthor and poet Jesse Stuart at
patient since last Wednesday.
president, Mrs. Elsie Coward,
University School auditorium,
Murray State University will be
conference sponsored jointly Seven presidents were in their The deceased was 65 years of Hopkinsville; secretary, Mrs.
the
held Monday, June 28.
Murray State and the Ken- forties when inaugurated but the age and had been in poor health Barbara Aicken, Louisville;
Scheduled for 8 a.m. in the by
Barbara
Mrs.
tucky Department of Education other 72 were in their fifties and for sometime. She was employed treasurer,
University School auditorium on
Wickline,-Lexington.
open to all school personnel and sixties.
is
as
a
nurse
at
the
local
hospital
the campus, the first session will interested persons.
The 1972 Kentucky Division
before her illness. Mrs. Turner
also include a welcome to par- There is no registration fee and The average age of the
signers of was a member of the Palestine meeting will be held in Frankfort,
ticipants by Dr. Harry
M. no prior registration
Kentucky, May 20.21, 1972.
is the Declaration of Independence United Methodist Church.
Sparks, university president, and necessary.
was 44 and several were in their
Mrs. Turner was born July 28, At the close of the Murray
Introduction of the four-member
Serving as co-directors are Dr. sixties and seventies.
1905,
in Calloway County and was Chapter meeting, Betty Baker
faculty.
Robert F. Alsup, director of the
the
daughter
of the late George won the door prize of a portable
Besides Stuart, the Greenup
grill, given to the Murray
reading clinic at Murray State, Churchill was 66 when he was the Lee and Ida Morris Lee.
County write whose works have
Chapter by the Northern Kenand Dr. Yancey Watkins, bulwark of strength in WWII.
Survivors
are
her
husband,
him
earned
international fame, assistant professor of educational
tucky Chapter.
Henry
Turner
of
107
South
14th
the other teachers in the three- services.
In 1944 Admiral Mountbatten was Street, Murray; two daughters,
week
workshop extending
General assembly speakers 44, General Bradley 51, DeGaulle Mrs. Bruce(Zara Mae)Futrell of
through July 16 are: poet Lee
during the conference will be Dr. and Eisenhower 54, Montgomery Murray Route Four and Mrs
Pennington, an instructor at
Jack R. Fryinier of the Ohio State 57 and Patton and Nimitz 59 James (Shirley) Watkins of
Jefferson Community College in
University, president-elect of the General MacArthur was 64.
Route Five, Paris, Tenn.; two
Louisville; novelist Mrs. Harriet
national Association of Supersons, Edward Lee Turner of Three juveniles were sited try,
Simpson Arnow of Ann Arbor,
visors of Curriculum Develop- The article goes on and on to Murray Route Three and Gary the Murray Police
Mich.; and Dr. L. J. Hortin,
at 7:30 pan. June 72; Dr. show that the folks who have Turner of 107 South 14th Street, last night at 10:33 p.m. for
ment
-MAIN 111W11‘ iraliMilese Canty Farm formerly a profitable fiber product grown in
director of journalism at Murray
John Rogers of Texas Tech nonyouth are doing all right. By Murray; one sister, Mrs. Adell possession of alcohol.
Arad, litsrly Ouillsuay County, points to Jessamine and It was used in the manufacture of
State.
citations have been turned o
Stuart, Pennington and Hort* University at 7:30 p.m. June 23; the way the world's longest Colson of 1611 Hamilton Avenue, to
Ibie log sl a pin* Mid el an Indian hemp rope. It exists now in small patches, along fence
Juvenile Judge Robert
tightrope walk was accomplished Murray; six grandchildren.
June
24.
6:40
a.m.
at
Watkins
and
-ve been workshop inetrueVeril
--$10*---biloraled by Illegal har- rows all drainage ditches. Hordes of illegal
Funeral services will be held Miller.
*Olen atm proemlib marijuana for illicit harvesters sneak into the fields at night to take
since its beginning in 1969. Mra. Registration and orientation last year by 65 year old Karl
Twelve other persons were cited
k.larkell k busilke isp a project to destroy the top leaves and flowers, for processing into
Arnow is returning as a member will be held at 8:30 a.m. June 23. Wallenda. He walked 821 feet Wednesday at two p.m. at the by
the city police on Monday and
rocky,
750
foot
a
will
over
conference
gorge
the
with
Sessions
of
chapel
of
the
Blalock-Coleman
9lie hemp Amin la Janasmine County. Hemp was marijuana.
of the faculty for the second year.
early
this morning. They were
no
net.
topics—
variety
of
a
cover
Funeral Home with Rev. Hoyt W.
Teaching assignments will be
Owen and Rev. Thomas A.ten for either no city auto sticker
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